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Notes on the Letters 
 
At a few points in the text, a spindly handwriting in pencil has been inserted above a 
line and often prefaced with ? Those are included below within hooked brackets {   }. 
 
Square brackets [ ] indicate insertions by me 
  
A word followed by an attached question indicate uncertainty in the reading – e.g. 
jarpic? 
 
A full stop is rendered by a line thus – 
 
Original letters are here copied out by … 
 
I have retained his use of capitals or lower case even where the reverse would have been 
expected. Sometimes indicated by ‘(sic)’. 
 
&c for etc 
 
Likewise I have retained his punctuation. 
 
Am unable to find the symbol that is used in the diaries to denote “and”. So I use ‘&” instead. 
 
Some words have been underlined in pencil in the original and that is reproduced here in the 
same way. 
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Pages blank until Pdf 3 
 
Pdf 3   
        Akaba, March 25th 1862 
 
On Thursday March 6th, we left Cairo late in the afternoon, bid farewell to the Nile, from 
whom we accepted a parting gift of 4 barrels of water, and started to visit his old enemy the 
desert. After a short ride we reached our camp near the Tomb of the Caliphs. It is a curious 
scene, a night encampment, with the swarthy Bedouins squatting round their fires, and behind 
them, their camels lying side by side, like vessels stranded in a harbour. It took us three long 
days travel to reach Suez (a day’s journey is from 9 to 10 hours) with nothing in sight by day 
but blue unclouded sky above, and barren yellow, pebbly waste below, for the desert is not as 
a rule sandy, there is only one tract of sand in all the Peninsula of Sinai. The live produce of 
the desert consists of rats, scorpions, snakes of all sorts, moths and flies by hundreds in the 
evening of every shape and colour, and among the mountains, wolves, hyenas, foxes, gazelles 
& ibexes. In the beds of the winter watercourses, grow all sorts of stunted shrubs, and some 
sweet scented little flowers. This is all that the camels have to subsist on, except when food is 
more plentiful near the springs of water here and there, and our dromedaries will sometimes 
race for a bit of green in the distance. There are two acacia trees between Cairo and Suez, 
during 
 
Pdf 4 
30 hours travel. The camel, instead of being that pattern of meekness which copyslips affirm, 
is the impersonation of cowardice, & abject servility, which the quiet look of his its eye is 
only hypocritical; It roars and growls continually, and bites when it can. The dromedary bears 
the same relation to it, as a riding horse to a pack ditto, and is an improvement on the camel. 
Mine had not been ridden till this season, being quite young; it is very docile, goes by the 
name of Gentle Jenny, and knows me well, often licking my ear as I sit on the sand, reading 
and holding her rope bridle. I wish I could picture to you our life out here, but it is so 
thoroughly unlike any thing European, it is made up so much by the air and the sky and rocks 
& colours, that the mere facts of our daily routine are nothing without them. A little before 
six and sunrise in the morning we are at breakfast round our little deal table in the open air: 
many of our camels are already laden, and are sauntering off by ones and twos across the 
plain, with tents and turkeys, charcoal & chickens, basins & bedsteads, tables, wine, oranges, 
biscuits, water, maccaroni (sic), and fifty other articles, all slung in their panniers; of course 
every thing is very portable; five chests carry all the glass, plates, preserved meats, table 
cloths &c, the iron beds fold 
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up into umbrella cases, tables turn up like camp stools, (camp stools form our chairs) our 
kitchen is an iron trivet 3 feet long, with boxes for charcoal. Our nationality is represented by 
a small union Jack in the centre of the camp. Well, the dishes are washed and the teapot 
packed up, and we follow the luggage camels, of which there are about 14. Our lively 
dromedaries soon overtake them, and we rest an hour for lunch, under a rock for shade, if 
possible; and after passing them again we ride on to choose a spot for encamping on. In half 
an hour the three tents are up again, the turkeys and fowl are fed and watered, the flag flying, 
the Arabs baking their bread under their fires, and smoking their pipes, & dinner rapidly 
preparing. (Our cook, dragoman & servant sleep in the third tent.) The saddle is a wooden 
structure with a pommel in front and behind; on it first come a pair of small saddle bags of 
beans for the camel, next another larger and gayer pair with the few clothes & books I shall 
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trouble this side of Beyrout (whither all the heavy luggage has gone by sea.) Over this is a 
gay Turkey carpet, which is spread on the sand at midday for lunch, and at night for flooring, 
and above all is perched your humble servant. From the first pommel hang a pair of stirrups, 
occasionally useful, though we generally cross our legs over 
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the neck of the animal, a sunshade, white lined with blue and a hippopotamus-hide-whip: on 
the hinder (sic) one is slung a gun and a little bag, containing veil, goggles, pipe, books &c; 
also a leather water bottle. My costume is a suit of flannel, a silk scarf around my waist, and a 
felt hat wound round with a calico turban. Out thermometer often has a range of 60 degrees, 
between 6 am. and 2 pm. and we were three days ago riding under a sun at 132o. Generally in 
the shade, it varies from about 35o to 95o. We often have a gentle breeze which makes the 
heat more supportable, but the last few days we have had a touch of the khampseen 
[khamaseen], a hot wind from the south, which is most oppressive. Now then for our route 
again. Suez is about the most dismal miserable place with any pretension of township I ever 
saw. It boasts a good hotel, large stores of the P & O company, and no water but what comes 
from Cairo by sail. The engine brings its own supply; and there is not a tree for miles: we 
drank bottled beer in Suez for the last time before Jerusalem. (In these notes I shall have 
plenty of every day incidents to recount, without entering into controversies, as to where the 
Israelites crossed the Red Sea, what the manna was, their further route, the waters of Mara 
[Marah] &c &c. By all means read Stanley’s Sinai and Palestine. His is a very fair  
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résumé of all the arguments, and is more readable than Robinson; (We have followed 
Stanley’s route up to this point, and shall continue to do so: fancy as you read, we are there 
instead of him, and draw the same conclusions from the spot as he does.) On the 11th while 
lunching under sunshades and a sun at 97 in the open desert, of cold turkey and dates, up rode 
to us a monk from Sinai on his way to the great convent at Cairo. He talked very little Arabic, 
and Greek, his modern versus our ancient, was our only conversational link. He was a 
pleasant fellow, turned out pomegranate and almond, and in turn attacked our oranges and 
claret. Ayun Musa or the wells of Moses was the first stopping place for water; {marsh?} like 
most desert spring they are brackish, but they make a fruitful oasis of the sandy grit. Here we 
first saw tamarisks, from which a spurious manna is produced, we were then in Wady Side, 
the wilderness of Shur of the Bible. On the 12th we reached the traditional waters of Marah 
{Elim}, with a few shrubs to mark their presence, but it was still open desert travelling 
between the Table land of the Gt Desert of El Tih on the one side, and the gulf of Suez in the 
distance on the other, backed by the mountains of Egypt. The 13th was a white chalk day with 
us, for after gradually winding into the mountains, and down the long valley of 
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good things “ Wady Tailyibeh, and its coloured cliffs, we emerged on the gulf of Suez again 
and camped on the sea shore. {To say that we rushed into the water like}young ducks only  a 
European similitude but we skuttled into the sea like crocodiles fresh from their eggs; we 
were afterwards told of sharks being always on the watch, but we have seen nothing of them 
either there or in the Gulf of Akabah. On the 14th the scenery had entirely changed. Steep 
rocky passes, over natural stairs of limestone, and then inland again up valleys decorated with 
the Sinaitic Inscriptions, which to us seem only the scribblings of foreign slaves, obliged to 
work in the old Egyptian mines of Mount Sinai. The language may be one used by the 
Nabateans, the old inhabitants of Petra. (The theory that they are the work of pilgrims to 
Serbal and Sinai, will hardly hold good; but vide pages of Stanley). We were now quite 
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among the mines of Egyptians long since closed, but we dined that night with a Major 
Macdonald, who is working turquoise diggings in Wady Mughareh; he is a great king there, 
insists on all travellers dining with him, gave us much valuable information (& knew Mr and 
Mrs Pierce Seaman of Gower Street;) on the 15th we passed on through Wady Mukatteb (the 
written valley, so called from many more inscriptions there) to Wady Feiran, the  
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Paradise of the Bedouins, the great oasis of the whole Peninsula and the possible, but not very 
probable site of Rephidim, for there is a natural supply of good water here all the year round. 
Here we spent Sunday the 16th, and some of the party went up Mt Serbal, whence they had a 
splendid view, & were particularly struck with the variegated colouring of the mountain. On 
Monday 17th we encamped under Mount Horeb, or Ras Sufsafeh as it is now called. We left 
the baggage in the morning, to wind round by the longer but easier route of the Wady es 
Shekh [Sheikh], and struck off ourselves through Nakb Hawq [Nakb-el-Hawa] or the Pass of 
the wind, a glorious bit of mountain ravine, coming out at last on the great plain of Er Rahah, 
with Mount Horeb straight in front of us, rising in a perpendicular height of 1500 feet. Here 
two millions of people, might all have encamped, and all have been in view of the mount, and 
here all the requirements of the Biblical account are fully satisfied. Here we sojourned till 
Thursday morning, and worked hard for our two days & a half: We visited the Convent with 
its Church and its Mosque, refectory and Distillery, Garden & Charnel House Pictures of 
Negro Madonnas, Chapel of the Burning Bush, examined the ancient books in the Library, 
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bought manna and Sinai dates (stuffed with almonds instead of stones) and drank “araki” a 
spirit distilled from dates, while we listened, per interpreter, to the legends of the convent, 
and the martyr St Katherine of Alexandria. We climbed Jebel Musa, the Horeb of the monks, 
to satisfy ourselves it was not the Horeb of the Bible; we climbed a peak called Ras Sufsafeh 
by the guides, to find what we hoped to prove the true Horeb, but it cost us, that is two only, 
several hours perilous climbing to reach another peak, and then I was the only one that 
reached the top: but the view from there was worth everything: Three plains, and not one 
only, lay immediately below me; it is the most commanding point in the whole peninsula; 
(whether Stanley was on this I cannot find from his book, but hope to meet him again at 
Jerusalem; at Cairo he said he wished he could come over the ground again.) Jebel Katherine 
took me and a guide 3½ hours to climb up it, but from the top there was a wonderful view of 
the whole peninsula, both seas, and the Egyptian mountains on one side, the Arabian on the 
other, clear and sharp against the sky; the hour at the top seemed a quarter only. 
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There is no happy distance here, it is all sharply defined, but melts away into a sort of mauve 
blue {or very pale cerise}. I could trace all our wanderings among the mass of mountains 
below me. To the south Um Shammer [Umm Shaumar], the highest mountain of all, shuts off 
the view of Ras Mohammed the southernmost peak. Um Shammer, has not been climbed till 
this year {62} by two Oxfordmen, but I hear the view is not so good as from Serbal or 
Katherine. There is a sort of Via Sacra at Sinai, where the monks have grouped most of the 
traditional spots, the mould (sic) of the golden calf & the spot where Aaron stood(,) Jethro’s 
well, the Rock of Moses, the Cleft of Moses, the Chapels of Elijah & Elisha, the cave of 
Elijah, the pit of Korah, the print of the foot of Mahomet’s camel. Many of the above could 
not be connected with Sinai at all, e.g. Moses’ rock was at Rephidim, a day’s march away.  
The rock itself {which he is said to have struck} is rough red granite, with a seam of finer 
granite “the mark of the water” running through it. (March 28th.) The 20th saw us off again 
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early in the morning, with fresh camels, and concomitant drivers, the latter far fiercer than 
our late friends, who are partially civilized, as once a year they visit Cairo with charcoal: this 
they collect during their wanderings in  
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search of pasture and water; it is chiefly acacia wood, the Shikim [Sikkim] wood of the Bible, 
and the tree of the burning bush. We passed the great burial ground of our Tawarah Arabs, 
round the tomb of a Sheikh. A Sheikh’s tomb, often met with in Egypt, {& the desert} is a 
square room with a dome roof. Outside it is rudely whitewashed inside it is hung with little 
boats, beads, shreds of coloured cloth, shells &c. In the centre of the floor is the grave itself.  
On past a little brackish well, over bleak rugged hills, through bare dry ravines till we drive 
again in among the mountain defiles, every wind in the road seaming to block us in, till a 
little outlet shows itself, between the overhanging rocks. All is sublime and (sombre), barren 
& desolate. In one of these corners we pitch our tents, and take as naturally to our dinner and 
beds, as if our Cook was a good plain fat English woman {cook in England}, instead of a 
black Mohammedan from Nubia, and as if our house maids name was Betsy Jane, instead of 
Hassan Said. Next day we reached Ain Huderah, the probable Hazeroth of the wanderings, 
and on our way passed Hermel Haggaz, a rock standing alone and almost covered with (these 
aids to controversy) the  
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“Sinaitic inscriptions”. There are rude illustrations too of camels, ostriches, ibexes with horns 
of gigantic proportions, and other comic drawings of passers by about 3000 years ago. The 
22nd brought us through some of the finest scenery of the whole peninsula, Wady el Ain, and 
Wady watir narrow into the bed of the winter torrents (often 7 or 8 feet deep), between lofty 
cliffs of granite porphyry and sandstone. Bright green asphodel grows on the red, black and 
white rock, and tamarisks, cling to the corners and crevices. Below is the pale yellow sand 
winding among granite boulders, above is the narrow strip of the sky almost shut out 
altogether. The last wind brings us down to the sea; instead of rocky wilderness, there is the 
rippling blue sea, its murmur among the pebbles on the shore instead of the utter silence of 
the mountain glens, & above all there is a cool sea breeze to fan our cheeks, scorched as it is 
with the heat thrown back on us from every rock. It was a long days journey, nearly 11 hours 
ride, but there was no feeling tired then. There was something of friendship in the heave of 
the wave, the throb of an old acquaintance’s heart that spoke of other shores than that of 
Akabah. (“It 
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only shows what a wonderful thing is nature said Mr Squeers, Ah! Said he, growing in 
enthusiasm a rum’un is human nature”). [Wackford Squeers in Nicholas Nickleby]. But the 
beauty of that spot is not only the sea, though it is so blue that blue black the Arab phrase for 
black, can only describe it, so clear that every shell, pebble & coral at the bottom is visible, 
but there are all the mountain barriers running down from Sinai to the coast; of every depth of 
shade and colour; there is the shore stream for miles, with endless varieties of shells , and 
corals of all sizes, from some weighing 3 or 4 lbs, to tiny shells like hollow pins heads; there 
is above all, the opposite shore some 20 miles across (3 in England would look about the 
same distance) with the Arabian hills of every rich tint imaginable, between pale mountain 
blue, and deep mountain purple, yet so ethereal and fairy like, like some gauze screen against 
the sky. On this shore we spent the Sunday. On Monday, we came over a wonderful 
mountain pass of Huweirmerat, a few hours rock climbing and slipping and tumbling and 
sliding, reached the shore again, past the island of Hureirich, a little like St Michael’s Mount 
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in Penzance Bay with its battlemented cliffs, long time deserted, and after another day of 11 
hours work, pitched within two hours of Akaba which we reached on Tuesday morning. 
Akaba itself 
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site of the ancient Ezion Geber, owes its present existence to its palm grove, three springs of 
water, and a few Bedouins who consent to live within mud walls for the sake of the fishing 
here. They have no boats but float out with the tide on a log and paddle themselves home 
again, with a branch of their universally useful palm. Camel arrangement, contracts with new 
sheikhs he compel us to wait here till Monday 31st. So we are resting, picking up shells, 
bathing and almost lapsing into Arab inactivity. This is the farthest point to which our 
Tawarah can take us with any safety; the next tract of country between this & Petra, belongs 
to the Alawin Arabs, the most lawless, impudent set of vagabonds on the face of the desert; 
their one redeeming feature is that they have no cannibal propensities; they are content with 
killing their enemies. They have one law, the terrible blood for blood revenge. Jan ’57 the 
travellers only escaped with their lives, and since that year Petra has been “closed”. Last year 
[-/61} some negotiations between the most important sheikhs were renewed, and we hope to 
“open” Petra again. “We” consist of four parties, in all 15 travellers. There are 6 Americans, 
2 being young ladies (no comparison with English) 8 Englishmen an(d) 1 Prussian. There 
seems to be no possible danger this year we have guarded against annoyance even, begging  
&c.  The Sheikh 
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of every tribe we pass through travels with us, and the last three days have been occupied by 
these gentlemen, and our dragoman in very loud debating, talkee-talkee. pigeon. An Arab 
conference is a very striking scene, and a very noisy one. After a quarrel breaks out, when 
two interceders jump up, dose the combatants with coffee, make them kiss three times and 
business recommences.      Outside Petra April 3rd 
Here we are encamped, just beyond the bounds of the Petra territory, and are waiting till the 
Sheikh thereof appears to escort us further. For the five days we were at Akaba, negotiations 
went on full of rascality, theft, falsehood, covetousness and cowardice, which gave us some 
insight into the Arab character, when allowed to develop itself, without any interference on 
the part of religion or civilization. These desert Arabs, fear nobody and nothing, and are only 
less intent on deceit than on plunder. At last, the dragoman had been sufficiently bled, (i.e. 
would stand it no longer) the travellers had been satisfactorily delayed, & we started – Plots 
and counterplots have varied the monotony of a journey through rather tedious country. Our 
road has been up the Wady Arabah, 4 or 5 miles broad, hedged in by high mountains and 
sandy ridges, the same valley runs all up the bed of the Jordan to the north of Syria. We are 
now 
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turning out of the valley into the red mountains of Edom, & shall come back into it again to 
pursue our route. Our escort as you may guess, are a queer looking set, armed to the teeth 
with most extraordinary weapons; Arab guns fired with a slow match, a few {fitted with} 
flint & steel among the wealthiest, a trace (sic) [= brace?] or two sometimes of pistols, or 
small blunderbuss, a sword and a dagger. But we manage to keep them in very good humour, 
and a little tobacco goes a long way. At night we sometimes have had an entertainment of 
war dances, songs &c round their fire, and in time we may have quite a respectable troop of 
Bedouin Serenaders. At present it has rather a frightening character, and the King of the 
Cannibal Islands; in full costume, and after a good dinner, could hardly present a more 
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remarkable appearance than one or two of our leading performers. No doubt a lot of these 
particulars will seem very trivial & utterly unconnected with the researches of travel, but I tell 
you of the little incidents of our journey as I think of them; you have my impressions as they 
are, not as they ought to be. We value lunch just as well on the ancient site of Eziongeber, as 
if we were in our respective dining rooms in old England; we have caught and nursed young 
gazelles, have tamed & fed a desert dog, a faithful fellow traveller by day and guard by  
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night, have had alarms from wolves and Arabs, have sought shade at noon under shrubs, as 
thick as a gooseberry bush in November, have tied up & flogged a thief, who stole Arab 
bread, and yet have maintained our personal identity all the time. And we have prejudice & 
eccentricity too, imported neat from England. There is a Roman Catholic lady who hugs a lap 
dog on her camel, and talks about morning calls; there is a literary gentleman aged 39, but 
bowed down, and dried up by books and controversies till he looks 63 [= Buckle?]. He is 
great on rationalisms and theories of civilization, is afraid of a camel, but rides a donkey, 
taking an extra camel for his food and water. He has also a goat, as fresh milk every morning 
is to him a necessary (sic) of life even in the desert. I might continue the catalogue much 
further, but this will show you we are still substantially the same, except perhaps being 
sunburnt, and as to our dragomen, they might be supposed to have flesh and paling like 
ourselves, did they not wear actual and incontrovertible turbans, talk Arabic, and don 
petticoat trousers. The Bedouins are further off in the genus, man, for they tell the hour of the 
day by the length of their shadow.    Monday 7th. Never mind the above nonsense; that was 
written before we saw Petra; now we are quite clear of it and  
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are camping in the Arabah again. The danger of the visit is by no means exaggerated; owing 
to the considerate interference {of y’s English government} with Mehemet Ali, when he was 
subduing these people, there is no sort of government now, to keep the tribes in order. They 
fear neither God nor man; their hand is against every man, as truly now as when it was first 
spoken. We have had no sort of molestation whatever; never before have travellers wandered 
unmolested among these ruins, but why? because we were fortunate enough to be able to buy 
over the sheikhs of 4 tribes out of the 5, and even then were obliged to post scouts out at 
night in all directions, wander by day with an armed guard and travel with a large escort till 
we reached the plain again. Our friendly tribes used to quarrel among themselves, draw their 
swords, light their slow matches, and flourish their war clubs, while continually noisy 
conferences, were held on war measure and money division. Our camp of 12 tents, with 60 
camels moored round, was pitched on a pretty grass flat on the centre of the great basin of the 
former city. Wild flowers grow thick every where here, and far up the mountain gullies, and 
the myriads of creatures, many unknown to our English eyes, creeping and crawling & flying 
& clinging, were past all you can imagine. Every variety of beetle, ant, moth, earwig, 
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locust, adder, lizard, caterpillar, serpent, scorpion, snail, spider, cameleon (sic) and fly were 
there. But I must give you all in order. On Friday, on our road into Petra, we ascended Mount 
Hor and made our pilgrimage to Aaron’s tomb. We were unable to enter the tomb, as the 
Mohammedans are particularly jealous of it, and no threat or backsheesh could open the door. 
The mountain is much broken up by clefts and chasms, which add to its grandeur, as well as 
to the difficulties of its ascent. Now we have reached the spot on which Aaron last stood. Far 
away to the N were the mountains of Judah, blue in the distance, that he might never tread; in 
the Arabah below, had been the tents and congregation of Israel, full in view of the mount; 
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with him, on the summit surrounded by peaks and slopes, jagged and gloomy, stood Moses 
and Eleazar. Our camels had been waiting for us on the other side of the mount, and took us 
to Petra in the evening. All that day, our journey lay through magnificent mountain passes. 
Edom shut us in, till from its dark and desolate portals, we entered among downs and flowers, 
bleating flocks, and musical goatherds. Yet the path still narrows and steepens, the cliffs 
change their white and green for the deep Petra red as they overhang us still more. They then 
open again to make room 
 
Pdf 21 
for a sloping mountain plateau, and by this we descend into Petra itself. A huge irregular 
basin was the original site of the city, still traced by the heaps of stones, lying scattered 
among the luxuriant grass, with here & there broken walls, leaning columns, and one solitary 
temple. From this basin, in every direction, like the arms of a starfish, run wild mountain 
gullies, with cliffs of all heights from 80 to 200 feet. But the remains of the built city, are the 
least interesting part of the view. All round this area the cliffs are honey combed with caves, 
whether tombs, houses or temples, probably all three. From one point of view a gentleman of 
our party counted about 350 such caves. And, more than this, all the aforesaid gullies & 
chasms, have been hollowed out in the same way, sometimes in stories of caves, 3 or even 4 
one above another. These formed the real city, where no stone was laid by human hand; and 
its walls were built when the foundations of the earth were laid. There are in all stages of 
presentation, according as they have been sheltered from wind and rain, and in some places 
the rocks, all of a soft sandstone, have naturally fallen away into such fantastic peaks and 
hollows, that it becomes difficult to say where man, and where nature worked. Nothing of the 
antiquities of Egypt can convey 
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the same impression of utter ruin, nor can I fancy any such desolation at Pompeii or 
Herculaneum, Athens or Rome. They are all remarkable for their preservation; Petra for its 
devastation. Here are steps, paths, and parapets, in all directions up and down the cliff, 
leading every where and nowhere, spaces for tablets, but the tablets are gone, hollows for 
dead bodies but they have been carried off, no monument, no inscription can be found to 
throw any light upon the past, and now & then we drop unexpectedly on a stone cistern, a 
built resevoir clay waterpipe or an aqueduct, which serve to remind us of a river, almost too 
complete for its greatness to be imagined, but for these reminders. Petra has been very little 
visited by Europeans (never till 1822 by Burckhardt, disguised as a Moslem pilgrim) and 
there must be still much hidden away there. In the Acropolis I discovered a manufactory of 
sandstone, bullets of all sizes, possibly for crossbows, which is not mentioned in any 
published travels, I believe. But now for the second great feature, the colours of the rocks, 
which are all variegated sandstone. Red and black are the prevailing colours, but besides 
these, chiefly in the corner where the surface is broken away, and in the interior of the tombs 
 
Pdf 23 
are orange, purple, blue, lilac, pink, crimson, all shades of yellow and brown, and 
occasionally dazzling white. They run in parallel, cross and waving lines, in wondrous 
patterns according to the section of the rock, and have been likened to three things, all of 
which are very fairly represented at different places, mahogany, roast or rather raw flesh and 
watered silk. But how was this city entered? Not as we did, up and down, through passes and 
over plateaux from the S.W. side of the city. We will with your permission drop down 1 mile 
to the E in a little valley, where a shepherd boy is piping to his flocks and follow a little 
stream in the windings. It disappears in a mountain cliff, about 10 feet wide, and spanned 
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high up by an arch, about 10 feet wide, over which used to run an aqueduct. This is the 
entrance to Petra, the most wonderful chasm in the world (except perhaps the pass of Pfeffus 
in German Switzerland). Daylight is almost shut out, as we wander along over the remains of 
ancient pavements, and the colours are here in their wildest perfection, and are especially 
brilliant, where the sunlight reaches them along the ridge above us. This for a mile, till in 
front of us the cleft, suddenly ceases, we reach the top of a T and in the rock opposite us 
stands out in bold relief (and 
 
Pdf 24 
slanting sunrays,) the rose pink temple of the Khusnh [Khasneh] (treasure). Every body who 
has written about Petra, has described this temple, no one who has not seen it can picture it to 
themselves. It looks as if it had been as suddenly built as Aladdin’s Palace, and on first seeing 
it, one is inclined to indulge in the same rhapsody of extravagant surprise, as was exhibited 
by the above gentleman’s venerable father in law. It is just one of those scenes which must be 
photographed on the memory for life, at the first glance, as it looks too unreal to last, as if 
nature had lent the rock and its colours to fairy architects for a short half hour. We noticed 
that the architectural lines in part of the architrave, looked straight only from {the end of the 
narrow pass}[of] the entrance (to the side). They have been purposely twisted to give it the 
effect of facing this spot, which it does not really do. Here the path suddenly turns a right 
angle, and soon widens into a broad amphitheatre of rocks on one side, in the centre of which 
is the original theatre, its benches hewn out along the coloured strips of rock; tombs, cliffs, 
stairs and terraces, surrounding it. From its upper row, I began to understand how the Greeks 
and Roman could sit and appreciate 
 
 
Pdf 25 
acting as they did, without a false stage or scenery. Nothing artificial could have given such a 
sublime effect as we had before us {nature herself put up the scenery}. On we roamed, 
through clefts over boulders, and under arches, finding new tombs, colours & dwelling 
houses, as we went along, till we began to appreciate the greatness of the city, that was once 
the storehouse of the wealth of the Indies. But an end of this. I am not writing a guide book, 
full of things I never saw, and epithets I do not mean, or preparing a paper for the cut and dry 
statistical society of Great Britain, having for its object, the dissection of nature in cold blood, 
and the reduction of the sublime to Pen, Ink and Paper. You have here a few of my leading 
impressions of Petra, already drawn out to an unconscionable length, but as it is almost a 
sealed city to Europeans and few, who have been, have had such a leisurely survey of it as 
ourselves, you must excuse prolixity the length of my notes. (There is another great feature of 
Petra, the Deir or Convent, also a rock hewn temple well described by Dr Stanley, whom see 
for further information.) 12th.  Well, we were heartily glad to be out of Petra, away from all 
danger of Arabs or Scorpions, the former of whom had three alarming quarrels on Sunday, 
one during morning service, while the latter would obligingly secrete themselves under 
stones in our tent floors; we have had 
 
Pdf 26 
little of interest since, beyond three difficult mountain passes, and the gradual change from 
Syrian Arabia into Palestine. Mole hills would put in an appearance, and occasionally a new 
kind of wild flower or beetle, while the ground gets a general greenish tint in the distance like 
some of our English downs, little bushes are more figments, and now and then a ploughed 
field. Yesterday we left Beersheba a little to the left, but lunched close to a well very similar 
to it. This was the first real well of Palestine: In the desert, there is no such thing as a well, a 
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little spring is all one meets with there. It was cased to a great depth with stone, well worn by 
the rope of centuries. Round it were grouped women and shepherds, who were drawing water 
up in their skinbuckets, with plenty of splashing and shouting. These were emptied in turn 
into stone troughs for the sheep & goats, who drank by flocks, one waiting till another had 
finished, and the coming up at the shepherd’s call. How many Bible scenes did this call up, 
and how much are we indebted to the absence of all change of customs in the East: we have 
met with another instance of this lately; our camel drivers use exactly the same stick that is 
represented on the tombs of Thebes. The head of it sketched here, will best describe it to 
 
Pdf 27 

 
you. Today we lunched at the ruins of Carmel, where Nabal fed his flocks, 
crossed the mountains near Maon and Ziph, perhaps by the very tracks 
that David fled from Saul by, and fairly entered Judah. The remains of 
vineyards now disappeared, and real cultivated vineyards and oliveyards 
lined the side of the valleys and we passed up the vale of Esheal [Jezreel?] 
into Hebron where we are now encamped. We are outside the town on the 
opposite hill, close under the walls of the old Quarantine, now fortunately 
disused. Opposite now towers the mosque of El Khalil, the friend of God, 
which is the name by which the Moslems know Abraham. It is built upon 
the cave of Macpelah (sic), but they will allow no Christian to enter it. The 

Prince of Wales, with an escort of 800 soldiers, forced his way in, three days before our 
arrival here, but it appears, did not, after all see the six real sepulchres. He was only shown 
some Mahommedan sarcophagi, and the cave of Machpelah itself has been in all probability 
walled up by them. It was a very pleasant change to see the faces of women and children 
again, and watch their gay dresses flitting to & fro, and listen to the hum of the city over the 
way. We spent Sunday at Hebron, and next morning for the first time mounted little Syrian 
horses, and galloped away 
 
Pdf 28 
in our peaked saddles and scuttle stirrups, as if we had been used to them all our lives. On 
each side of the road were remains of vineyards, now uncultivated, but the stone ridges that 
bank up the terraces of earth are tolerably perfect. In half an hour we reached Abraham’s oak, 
which though a tree of much later date, is yet one of the last remaining of the once famous 
oaks of Mamre.  Next we came to Solomon’s pools, anciently Etham, where are the three 
grand resevoirs he constructed, to supply the temple with water. Here were probably too his 
gardens, within an easy distance of Jerusalem. We did not go through Bethlehem, but kept a 
little to the left, and passed Rachel’s tomb; the site is probably the right one, but a modern 
Mohammedan tomb is built there now. The Jews have a little cemetery round it, and try to get 
as close as possible to the graves. The next point reached, was the Convent of Mar Elias, 
dedicated to Elijah and Elisha. Here the former is said to have rested under the juniper tree (it  
is now an acacia unfortunately). But from the front porch there is a magnificent view, of little 
Bethlehem on the side, high up on the ridge of hills, and on the other of Jerusalem itself, that 
is of Mount Zion and Bezetta behind, but Mount Moriah was hid by the hill of Evil Counsel. 
 
Pdf 29 
Here we halted for some time, and took in our first view and compared the actual hills with 
those which we carried in our mind’s eye. From here, Jerusalem looked as if it stood on a flat 
table land and might be taken by half an hour’s siege; but its real position unfolded itself 
more and more as we approached it. It does not stand high above the surrounding hills, as I 
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expected, but is overlooked by the mount of Olives, and is easily commanded too from the 
west side – We passed Sir Simon Montefiore’s Almshouses, the Jaffa gate, and the Russian 
hospital outside the walls, and rode around the northern side to our tents on the mount of 
Olives. 
 
Rest of Pdf 29 is blank 
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        Jerusalem  April 23rd 1862 
My Dearest Mother 
   Your letter I read on the Mount of Olives the night of our arrival (the 
14th) by the light of the full Paschal Moon. We have been so hard at work ever since, that I 
have had no time to write diary at all, and must defer my notes on Jerusalem, Bethlehem &c, 
the Dead Sea, Jericho and the Jordan till the next budget……. As to camel riding it is really 
very enjoyable with a young camel, that will readily obey a whip or rein, but some of the 
older ones are very tiresome. The letters of introduction were very acceptable. Mr and Mrs 
Finn were kind &c, but Mr Barclay is a very nice man: he introduced me to the Bishop, and 
gave me a lot of nice information about the Bishop’s schools, the House of Industry Jewish 
Concerts, the Itinerant Mission &c &c. On the afternoon of the 16th I rode out with him to the 
Wady Urtas, probably the site of Solomon’s Gardens, and still one of the greenest, happiest 
looking spots in this rocky, dusty, pale yellow looking country. We went to see a Jewish 
proselyte family, with whom we had a short service, and a most delightful visit. They treated 
us to roses, lemonade and coffee, and on our way back we visited Bethlehem. (Oh! The joy of 
being here, is something indescribable, I wish some of you 
 
Pdf 31 
were here to share it with me, and as I am riding about sometimes I fancy dear Christiana or 
some other of you is riding by me and that we are all talking it over together. But that is one 
of the pleasures to come, and will be all the greater by and bye.) I care not for this or that 
grotto, or for half a dozen out of the thousand and one “Holy Places’ that we are shewn, for 
most are probably false, and few have any real claim to be genuine, but I could linger for 
months under these olive trees, and ride up & down the hills and valleys till I knew every 
inch of the ground. Now about Easter Sunday, for I must hurry on; Please excuse the scribble 
for I must write for dear life. We had service in the little English Church here, very prettily 
built; about 80 children in the schools; a missionary was ordained Priest by the Bishop, and is 
now off to his work at Bucharest: there were about 80 communicants, and it was so striking 
to see Greeks, Arabs, Jews, Maltese all coming up in their native dress, the Arabs only 
removing their Turbans (which is doffed to no Pasha on earth) as they came up in turn. each 
had the Sacrament administered to them in their native tongue. I do not know what I have to 
answer in your last letter, for we had a terrific storm, while we were encamped on the mount 
of Olives, and what with driving in tent pegs all night, and being finally blown clear away 
 
Pdf 32 
about 6½ in the morning, in the midst of such a hurricane of wind and rain as you are happily 
ignorant of in England, we got little enough sleep. Your letter with a washing list on the 
envelope was carried off irrecoverably from the pile of debris after the overthrow. It is the 
only communication from England that I have not preserved. We were fortunately able to get 
shelter in the village near, but we were about 1½ miles from Jerusalem itself. Now we are in 
a pretty good Hotel, close to the pool of Hezekiah…….. Of all things here I have been most 
struck with the road from Bethany to Jerusalem, and the view of the city, as we wind round 
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the Mt of Olives: for this must be genuine, and every step of the way must have been trod by 
Jesus in his entry into Jerusalem. Now that I am over here, seeing the daily habits & customs 
of the people, the old Bible stories come back with a vividness that is quite startling when I 
think how long ago those scenes were acted, Abraham, entertaining the Angels, or buying the 
field of Machpelah, Rebekah at the well, the Caravan of Ishmaelites going down from Gilead 
to Egypt, who must have passed by the nature of the country by the dry well in which Joseph 
was, are all scenes of every day life here. And again the countless expressions in the Bible, 
which we pass over in 
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England, heedless of their force. “A certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jericho & fell 
among thieves”  The descent is 3,500 feet in a ride of 5 hours, and up to this day it is the most 
unsafe part of all Palestine. We had a large armed escort, & scouts were out in every direction 
to clear the road. We saw no one, probably owing to the force we could muster, but last year, 
our servant was beaten and stripped by these fellows, who carried off all the baggage he was 
entrusted with, and the dragomen have a long list of adventures to relate, and bruises and 
losses sustained on the road. But I must stop now…….. Good bye dearest Mother 
    Your most affecte Son 
      Signed  
 
Copy of letter addressed to the elder Boys of the Frien Barnet National and Sunday 
Schools…… 
         Jerusalem  April 17th 
My Dear Boys,  
  A letter from the Holy Land will I daresay be welcome to you at home. For the 
last three days, our tents have been pitched on the Mount of Olives, and we could see a long 
way east and west, over the land of Judea. 
 
Pdf 34 
In one direction is the Dead Sea, and the Jordan, with the mountains of Moab and Gilead far 
behind, and nearer us Bethany lying in the hollow below. In the other, we looked over the 
brook Kidron and the valley of Jehoshaphat, into Jerusalem itself. On mount Moriah, is the 
great Mosque of Omar, where was once the thrashing floor of Omar, and Solomon’s Temple. 
Very few Christians have been allowed to go inside, but this year we have been there, and I 
have seen the unhewn rock, on which the altar was built. All round the building is a green 
grass flat, with olives, and cypresses growing here and there. Beyond is Mount Zion (the first 
spot in Jerusalem) occupied by buildings. Upon it stood the stronghold of the Jebusites, 
which so long defied the people of Israel, & was at last taken by King David. Here he built 
his palace, and in it, for more than a thousand years, his successors lived & ruled. This 
sepulchre is just outside the city walls. Wherever I look, there is some spot I have read of, & 
wished to see, & now that I am really here, I can hardly believe it. Here is the road to 
Bethany, and the valley of Hinnom, & the Pools of Siloam & Bethesda, and of Hezekiah and 
the old walls of the Temple, where the Jews come every Friday to lament over its downfall. 
But perhaps the most interesting 
 
Pdf 35 
part of all is the Mount of Olives; it is so sacred, & must be the very place where Jesus loved 
to talk with his disciples; here he retired after teaching during the day in the Temple, and told 
them of the destruction that should come on the city, & of the sufferings & persecutions and 
final triumph of his followers: here he gave them the beautiful parables of the Ten Virgins, & 
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the Five Talents; here he came in the night of his betrayal, in the very season that we are all 
commemorating now, and after the cup of God’s wrath had been drunk, and death & the 
grave conquered, He led His disciples out again over Olivet to Bethany, and after a parting 
blessing ascended to Heaven. And all these truths ought to teach us how tho’ departed from 
our sight he is gone to prepare a place for us; that there is a new Jerusalem, & another Zion, 
whose towers are still more glorious than those I can see now, and whose walls shall never be 
overthrown, “we have a city which hath foundations, whose Maker and Builder is God”. 
“God is known in her palaces for a sure refuge”.  There are very nice schools here for the 
little Jews; they talk beautiful English, and can read and write well, and are very clever in 
answering questions put to them. Many are the children of English Jews, but of others, the 
parents have often come all the way from Spain, and Germany & India & China, and other 
countries, to spend their old age 
 
Pdf 36 
in the city which belonged to their forefathers many years ago. They are taught to make 
paper-knives and rulers and silkwinders of the olive-wood that grows here on the mountains, 
and of another kind of tree that grows on the banks of the Jordan. One little boy said he 
should much like to come with me and see English boys at their schools; I hope, if he did 
come, he would find you all very happy together, and very hard at work, for idleness and 
unhappiness go together, and if he saw either of them, he might wish to be safe back again at 
Jerusalem, in his old school. 

If God preserve us all in health, I hope to be back in England next August or 
September, and then I shall be able to tell you more about the Holy Land. 

If I can hear that you have been good and attentive boys, and obedient to Mr 
Lockwood, you will best please your true friend and well wisher 
   Signed R. Leslie Morris 
 
Pdf 37 
Well, here is Jerusalem, and if it was difficult to find a starting place in examining it, it is still 
more so intriguing to reduce it to a few words. First it seems to me that it must be considered 
in its three great stages, or rather characters, of Ancient Jerusalem historically considered, 
modern Jerusalem, & Biblical Jerusalem, illustrated chiefly by the unchanging features of the 
country round. Of the ancient city, nothing remains but part of the walls of the Temple 
enclosure, and it is only from history, and inference from the modern sites, that we can learn 
anything about it. Jerusalem stood seventeen sieges, and the modern city is built on the debris 
of her former self: these stones and rubbish lie above the soil, to a depth of from 40 to 50 feet. 
It is now no longer a city of palaces. There are a few good houses in the Frank quarter 
certainly, but as a rule, the streets are if possible narrower, and dirtier, and certainly worse 
paved than in any other eastern City I have seen; Constantinople however, is yet to come. It is 
remarkable for two things, one, its situation, which has always been unlike any other city in 
the world, that of Rome being the nearest approach to it, the other its almost countless 
shrines, or “Holy Places”, the causes at once of its existence still as a city, and of so much 
superstitions quarrelling & bloodshed. The inhabitants of Jerusalem during Passion week, are 
a strange assemblage. There are 
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Mohammedans, Druses, Maronites, Roman Catholics, Greeks, Armeniana, Copts, Syrians, 
Jews, Episcopalians, Lutherans, Presbyterians and Methodists. All these claim Jerusalem as 
their own, and come here to spend Easter, except the first in the list, who come to make a 
pilgrimage to Neby Mura, their traditional tomb of Moses, on the road to Jericho. During that 
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week were ceremonies and processions, innumerable, but nothing was worth a quarter of an 
hour of our English service on Easter Day. Few travellers will carry away pleasant 
remembrances of the extravagances performed alike by the Greek & Latin Churches, in the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre. But Biblical Jerusalem is far different: it is represented by 
general and not particular sites, which must be as genuine, as we suspect the others of being 
false. We all felt at home in the valley of Jehosephat or of Hinnom and at the different pools 
in and around Jerusalem. We knew the Mount of Olives, the general locality of Gethsemane, 
the Temple Platform on Mount Moriah, and the villages of Bethlehem, & Bethany, and the 
principal high roads are nearly as old as the hills they cross. I cannot turn guide to you all but 
will go back from here (Bethel) to a few of the most prominent points. The approach to 
Jerusalem except from the East, is disappointing, and until we are close 
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to it, we cannot see the deep valley that cut it off from the hills which overlook it. As to 
general views, they are birds’ eye views, bewilderingly beautiful at sunset from a dozen 
points along the Mt of Olives, and a nearer view is from the top of the grand old tower of 
Hippicus, otherwise of David, near the Jaffa gate. The next thing to be done is to walk round 
the walls outside, and on the top to get an idea of the ups & downs of the city, the streets and 
gates, and topography generally, outside as well as inside. Now we will go down the steep Mt 
of Olives, pass Mary the Virgin’s tomb, and the Garden of Gethsemane, the Tombs of 
Absalom and  Isaiah, the Kidron, up the other hill to St Stephen’s Gate (he was stoned to 
death near here) take ten minutes to explore the pool of Bethesda, now dry, and then up the 
Via Dolorosa to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Before we go more deeply into the 
traditions, genuine or not, met with in the above route and elsewhere; remember we may 
carry our dislike to what is doubtful or puerile much further than is necessary or profitable; 
because ignorant men, or crafty priests have perverted these places to their own ends, and 
have lost sight of reverence and love, in superstition and idolatry, we need not forget charity 
in contempt, or that there was a Calvary, because what we are shown may not be the true one. 
Of course the whole Via Dolorosa is built high above any road in the old Jerusalem 
 
Pdf 40 
and the “fourteen stations” are entirely fabulous. Within the immense pile of building, called 
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, at least seventy holy places are collected. There seems to 
be no end to sacred aisles, windows, vaults, tombs, dark recesses, altars, chapels, oratories &c 
&c. Credulity has gathered rocks and caves from all quarters into the Temple, and pilgrims 
must give up all their pet geographical ideas. Well, we passed through the crowd round the 
door, selling beads and crosses, and clamouring for bakshish, the Turkish kawass, knocks all 
in front on the head with his silver headed pole till they give us a clear passage. We pass 
knots of stone kissing pilgrims, attitudes, gestures, sounds and dresses, are as new and quaint, 
as signs of devotion are few; gold cloth, censers, candlesticks & crucifixes are in great 
profusion every where, and in tawdry bad taste a long procession of priests and pilgrims, 
bearing incense and candles respectively, march slowly round the different chapels, chanting 
with nasal twang, and stentorian lungs harsh harmony in barbarous Greek. The Grand 
Rotunda is very striking on first entering it; in the centre is “The Sepulchre”. It looks very 
like a small marble house, and inside is a raised altar like recess, whose fine marble slab is 
said to cover the real rock tomb. Little lamps are always burning 
 
Pdf 41 
over this and other sacred spots, and a priest stands at the door to distribute holy water as we 
go out. Next we enter the Greek Church blazing with gold up to the dome. Then on to the 
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cave of the “Invention of the Crosses” (all three were found by St Helena) and up to Calvary 
by a flight of 18 steps over vaulted rooms below. But it would be endless work, taking all the 
other shrines in detail. I was often in the Church: on Friday evening at the Greek Latin 
service, and at the distribution of Holy Fire by the Greeks on the Saturday, as well as 
frequently in passing. These two ceremonies above, you must imagine, for I would not 
wound your sensibilities by trying to describe them: such buffoonery, such profane orgies, 
are I hope never to be seen elsewhere. The whole scene, in each case, is enacted before a 
strong guard of Turkish soldiers, stationed all round, to prevent quarrels among the 
worshippers of various sects, and I have seen the butt end, and bayonet freely used on the 
unruly crowd. The two Great “Feet Washings” by the Patriarchs of the two great rival 
Churches were nearly as bad but at the same time ludicrous to a degree. Well there are 
hundreds of other places to be seen, and we worked very hard for a week. There is a David’s 
Tomb, & the house of Caiphas, and half a dozen Convents and Tombs of Judges and Kings 
and  Prophets, and Pools and Cisterns, and the Jews Wailing place, and the English Church, 
and the House of Industry and 
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the Bishop’s Schools and so on. From the Bishop & the Consul and the Clergy here, I have 
heard a great deal of very interesting information, and only hope I may remember half of it, 
but it was impossible to take any notes after all this sight seeing. But one great feature of 
Jerusalem, I have omitted, the Mosque of Omar: it makes every view of the city beautiful, 
and we were able to get in, which very few travellers have done. In a large party of English 
we set out (there was another of Americans and another of Prussians) and in Christian 
slippers were allowed to set foot within the second most sacred spot in the Mohammedan 
earth. The whole enclosure is some 30 acres, partly the smooth base rock, partly turfed, till 
we reach the great Platform in the middle, in the centre of which is built the Mosque itself. 
The Building is one immense dome, supported by a circle of twelve arches, with corridors 
outside. The whole place is hung with the usual myriads of little oil lamps which are very 
trumpery, but there is some beautiful coloured glass in the windows, and those wonderful 
patterns of the Alhambra in tiles and tracery were all repeated here. The greatest curiosity 
there is the Sakrah [Sakhrah], a mass of native rock, sole remnant of the top of the ridge 
Morish a surface of about 60 feet square, and 10 high, and directly under the dome. This is 
probably the exact spot of the Altar  
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of sacrifice in Solomon’s Temple. No tool of iron has left its mark upon this. There is a deep 
well beneath, possibly opening into the Kidron, which has given rise to the Moslem tradition, 
that the rock is suspended between heaven and earth by Mohammed, and to the European 
tradition about Mohammed’s coffin. The Mosque El Aksa, also within the enclosure, was a 
Christian Church and is built in the basilica form, like the Church at Bethlehem. The vaults 
beneath it are immense, with large, curious lime stone columns, possibly at Solomon’s time. 
We saw all the traditional sites from Solomon’s throne to Mohammed’s Judgement seat, 
wandered over the walls for the view in each direction, saw the Golden Gate, very ancient 
and elaborately carved inside and faced with alabaster, and carried off in our mind’s eye a 
good idea of the whole, which makes up one of the prettiest scenes we have met with. Now 
for a pleasant excursion. Early on Easter Monday, the pilgrims began to leave Jerusalem in 
long caravans on all possible kinds of sit-upon-able animals the riders being of all tongues 
and in all costumes. they were bound for Jaffa, where their vessel was waiting to take them 
home i.e. to most parts of the known world, civilized, or otherwise.  Another caravan of 
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wandering travellers, not devout pilgrims, also wound out of the Jaffa gate. Their luggage had 
gone before on mules and donkeys, and they trotted gaily across the   
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valley of Gihon and Plain of Rephaim, up to Mar Elias, past the Tomb of Rachel, and along 
the mountain ridge to Bethlehem. The traditional well of Bethlehem was dry, and on they 
went past the little English Church & Schoolroom, chatting to the pretty small boys, who ran 
on to hold the horses admiring, as in duty bound, the ladies, whose almost English features 
and complexions, have very properly made their fame, stumbling over the slippery stones, 
ironically termed paving, till they finally drew up at the Church of the Nativity.  There is not 
much of real interest here; the Cave of the Nativity is as much transformed as the Holy 
Sepulchre and is reached by a labyrinth of underground passages & sacred places. One is the 
grotto of Jerome: this is probably the centre, round which all the rest are grouped. Here he 
translated the Septuagint into the Vulgate. Of course the Church belongs to all different 
Christian sects, and in consequence is sadly in need of repair wherever there is common 
property. On we rode over plain and mountain gorge, on the edge of precipices and along 
paths, at the sight of which, a reasonable goat in England, with any regard for its  life, would 
turn grey on the spot, till we reached the convent of Mar Saba. Across a small mountain gully 
is built a high wall, flanked by two higher towers. Well 
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that does not seem much, and so we thought, till got in through a low iron door, and a court 
or two. Then came the scenery. We were built up in the side of a precipice by ponderous 
buttresses reaching to the bottom of the ravine, the deep ravine of the Kidron. I never so 
nearly realized hanging between earth and sky before, about midway to all appearance. The 
convent is built into and out of the rock itself; many rooms are rock chambers, reached by 
iron galleries outside. No pen-picture can ever do justice to this Convent Castle: of course we 
visited the curiosities of the place, the chapels covered with pictures, and modern Greek 
inscriptions, the Sepulchre of Sabat himself, and the skulls of 14,000 martyred monks; one of 
the brotherhood died the day before we arrived, and they had just buried him by taking up the 
pavement, and dropping him through down the precipice. We came away the next morning 
with the impression that the grandeur of its situation and design must be unrivalled, that in 
the uselessness of its situation and its inhabitants few convents could compete with it, and 
that in other respects it was the cleanest Hotel we had seen in the East. On we toiled for 7 
hours over the naked hills of the wilderness of Judea, a little like Montserrat near Barcelona, 
fortunately the sun was not so boiling as usual, so that at last we descended comfortably, to 
the cauldron of the Dead Sea, 1300 feet below the  
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level of the Sea. Here we bathed and lunched, & without touching on the elaborate treatises 
of former travellers, I can testify to the following facts. It is impossible to sink in this water 
and almost so to swim, one is nearly as helpless as a cork is in ordinary water. There is 24 per 
cent of salt in the water (the Ocean has I believe 3 per cent only) to say nothing of sulphur &c 
which makes its taste so utterly nauseous. It is alum to the tongue, camphor to the eyes, 
stiffens the hair and leaves a greasy slime on the skin: a deposit of salt soon showed itself 
where we left the water to dry on. Fish there are none, but poisonous exhalations &c are 
fabulous and birds do not die in trying to fly over the lake. On we galloped after lunch over 
the level valley (it is the Arabah again called here the plains of Jericho) to bathe in the Jordan 
at the fords where the pilgrims come by hundreds on Palm Monday. The Jordan is deep and  
narrow, and runs like a lasker? stream on old Father Thames; muddy as the Nile, and like it 
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must have left its deposit on the land near, when it overflowed its banks in old time after the 
melting of the snows on Lebanon & Hermon. On again to where our camp was already 
pitched at the springs that Elisha sweetened, near the site of Jericho, leaving Gilgal a little 
behind. You must fancy thoughts 
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and associations of all these places as we visit them, for they would soon fill my envelope. 
Little but broken aqueducts remain at Jericho, still less at Gilgal and you have their histories 
at home just as we read them on the spot. Next day we returned to Jerusalem through 
Bethany, and things especially struck me. One that the road down from Jerusalem to Jericho 
(a descent of about 4000 feet) is still more infested by robbers than any other part of 
Palestine. One of the dragomen in our Caravan was robbed, and his servant beaten & stripped 
here last year, and we saw the remains of his crockery still lying where the thieves broke up 
his canteen. Next, the wild magnificence of the Wadi Kelt [Qelt] (possibly the Cherith of 
Elijah) and next the unparalleled view of Jerusalem on entering from Bethany. This is 
undoubtedly the route of St Luke XIX and Stanley has a very good chapter on it. Of course 
we were shown in Bethany the tomb of Lazarus, Martha & Mary & the house of Simon the 
leper. One more day in Jerusalem to collect ideas mended coats & soiled boots, and to pay 
bills and calls, both as short as possible, and on Friday 25th we left for the north, stopping 
midday at Naby [Nabi] Samuel, the highest mountain in Southern Syria, at the foot of which, 
once stood Gibeon. Gibeah of Saul was on a neighbouring height. There was another good 
panoramic view of the country. We  
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have had many such, for the whole country is very mountainous, but here we first saw the 
whole breadth of the land from the Mediterranean to the Mountains of Moab. These latter are 
our great guide, for they run north and south through the whole country, in one long almost 
unbroken chain, and are visible form every height. That night Bethel was our camping 
ground, and next morning we visited its old ruins and the Mount of Abraham, where Lot 
made his choice. From it we saw once more, the Dead Sea, Jordan Jerusalem, Ai, Michmash, 
Kimmon &c. By the middle of the day we reached Shiloh, and saw its scanty remains. Two 
rough buildings and a few pillars alone are traceable now. Soon after this a gentleman of the 
Caravan riding back for a twig of the Oak in Shiloh, was attacked by robbers, the very men as 
it proved, who had been employed by us as guides in Shiloh. The natives here are all 
amateurs at the art, practising it only when they can catch a traveller alone. Mr G[ray?]. came 
galloping up to us while halting and related his adventures. He had been robbed of a gold 
locket (such a thing to carry about here) and his pistol, and had fought his way out by whip 
and stick. The country now opens into the meadows & cornfields, a great change after 
vineyards and stones, olives & moun. 
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tain terraces, and after cantering up the rich plain of Murknal?, we reached the valley of 
Nablûs, between the twin peaks of Ebal and Gerizim. Here was Shechem, and Jacob’s well, 
and Isaacs (sic) tomb, both probably genuine, and the site of the giving of the Law, & the 
High place of the Samaritans, & the magnificent view from Gerizim (the Plain of Philistia, 
Hermon & the river Jabbok were our new features today) and the Samaritan Pentateuch 3300 
years old, and here we passed our Sunday. The Gentleman robbed had induced the Governor 
of Nablûs (of course a Turk) to send off soldiers during the night, and the ruffians were 
collared and bastinadoed into confessing one against another, and he left on Monday at noon 
with the locket reproduced (an Arab lady had intended making an earring of it) and the value 
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of his pistol, still concealed) in his pocket, as well as the satisfaction of knowing that the 
culprits would have “six months” before they could return and show their bruises to their 
disconsolate families. Such justice has not been known in the country for years and speaks 
quite promisingly for its future welfare. We hear rumours of robbers every day, and have to 
travel in a large body together. Two hours brought us to the foot of the hill of Samaria, 
standing alone in an almost circular valley. The remains of the city are some 200 columns, in 
various colonnades on different ridges of the hill, beside heaps of indiscriminate 
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rubbish. There is a fine old ruin, the Church of St John the Baptist traditionally beheaded 
here. Sixteen large columns at the top of the hill, probably mark the site of the great temple of 
Baal. That night (Monday) we encamped at Jenin (Engammin) and got our first view of the 
Plain of Esdraelon, into which we were to descend the next day. Here is one of the sources of 
the Keshon (i.e. during the winter) and a dirty town. You will be surprised at finding how 
soon we pass from one place of interest to another, but the truth is that the whole country is 
really very small, much more so than we are accustomed at home to imagine. On Tuesday the 
29th we were to reach Nazareth in the evening, and on our route, came to various well known 
places: we skirted Mt Gilboa till we reached Jezreel, where there are no remains of the old 
city, but a few ponderous sarcophagi, we then went down to the spring of Jezreel, under the 
north side of Gilboa, and thoroughly got up the geography of the great battle between Saul & 
the Philistines, also of Gideon against the Midianites, and then passed on to Shunem, now a 
wretched collection of Arab hovels. We lunched at Nain, at least as near as the odour of the 
place would allow us, took a short look at Endor, or the few caverns that represent it, and 
then alternately rode and dragged our horses up the mountains into Nazareth. 
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It is entirely a modern place, in a quiet secluded nook among the hills; in its earliest days it 
was probably a very insignificant village, and never rose to any political importance, till the 
Crusaders put a Bishop there and that was a failure.  There are no authentic remains at 
Nazareth, and though we were shown the cave and kitchen of Mary the workshop of Joseph, 
the dining table of our Lord and his apostles, and the precipice down which the people were 
determined to cast him, there is no ground for supposing any of it is true. The Latin Church of 
the Annunciation is a very fine one. Of course the Greek Church has its opposition site of the 
Annunciation in their own chapel. On Wednesday & Thursday we took an excursion to Mt 
Carmel, travelling down the Plain of Esdraelon, through English park scenery, which clothed 
all the N. side of Carmel. At last we caught sight of the sea at Haifa with Akka on the farther 
promontory of the bay, and wound our way up to the great convent. Here we saw the Chapel 
of Elijah and all the other wonders of the place, dined, and slept most satisfactorily. Next day 
we were 11½ hours in the saddle, on our way back to Nazareth by a circuitous route: we saw 
the place of sacrifice where Elijah collected the Prophets of Baal, forded the Kishon near the 
place where they were slain, and plunged as deeply into local controversies as usual. Coming 
back, our guide proved incapable, 
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and led us far from our shortest track, but we came along a mountain ridge instead of the 
plain, & had a grand view of the country we should otherwise have lost. On Friday we 
ascended Mt Tabor, and reached Tiberias in the evening late. Tabor stands alone (on?) an 
elongated oval mountain, mathematically half an ellipsoid, and gives us the best view of the 
central plain of Esdraelon. From here it looks very English. the rich colour of corn fields & 
grass lands, only wants hedges to cut it up into squares as at home. We saw both the 
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Mediterranean, & the sea of Tiberias, and the mist over the Dead Sea. On the top are old 
fortifications, walls and fossses & terraces, and the ruins of old convents and chapels. On we 
went to the most sacred spot in the whole land, the waters and shores of Galilee. I am now 
writing in my tent, a few feet from the lake, and we have just come in from a boat excursion, 
down to the outgoings of the Jordan. We have again some of those lovely morning & evening 
colourings on the opposite mountains, that we have not seen since we left Akabah. Emmaus 
lies a little below us, noted now for its hot springs and the cures of rheumatism &c thereby. 
Here we shall stay all tomorrow (Sunday) and on Monday shall see the more northern part of 
the shore on our way up to Safad [Safed]. The lake is very peaceful and quiet, though a few 
minutes wind will lash 
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it up to fury, and snowy Hermon, towering over its northern end is one of its best features. 
Here I feel more really in the Holy Land than at Jerusalem, with all the bustle of Easter tide, 
or even in quiet Nazareth. There is little beyond the great unchanging face of natural land and 
water, mountain and plain to visit. Magdala remains, but Capernaum, Chorazin & Bethsaida 
& Gergesa [Gezer] can hardly be traced, and we can only reason out the probable sites of the 
Messiah of the Loaves & Fishes, and the place where the swine rushed down into the waters.  
Tiberias is one of the 4 great centres of the Jews. There are more than 1300 here, and this 
morning we went to the synagogue during service there. The behaviour of the men and boys 
there was peculiar enough. Some with their flat hats bound in broad fur, others with white 
cloaks edged with a broad silver filigree on their heads, were shouting the prayers at the top 
of their voices led by an old gentleman in front. Whilst doing so they twisted and wriggled 
about incessantly; this they explain “that all their bones should praise the Lord”. Against the 
door post are the Ten Commandments in a scroll and glass case, and on leaving they put their 
hand on this as a token of obedience. Close by is a basin of water, in which they dip their 
fingers, should they have scratched their heads during service. They kept passing bits of 
string form one hand to the other, but we could not get it explained to us. They are very bitter 
against the Missionaries. On Monday we rode up to 
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the Northern side  of the Lake, and visited the site  of Magdala Bethsaida, Chorazin & 
Capernaum. Palestine is as Dr Stanley says essentially  a land of ruins. but nowhere is 
desolation so utterly desolate as at these places: a few rough walls, built of unhewn basaltic 
rock, peep up here & there from a forest of thistles, these often 6 feet high. We next struck 
across the mountains in Safed halting once at an old caravanserai, built over the well into 
which Joseph was, tradition says, thrown. Safed is the strongest hold of Judaism now, and has 
one of these wonderful positions along the mountain ridges, in some respects a little like that 
of Jerusalem. All this part of the country suffered terribly in the earthquake of 37. Not a 
house stood in all Safed which numbered about 8000 inhabitants; of these 3000 were killed 
instantly by the falling buildings, and as any more died before they could be extricated. 
Tuesday was uninteresting enough; our camp at night was pitched at Bituen the capital of this 
part of the country, where was a good well that supplied the town, that was built on a hill, that 
was crowned by a castle that was held by a governor, who dosed us with bad coffee and 
worse French. On Wednesday the 7th we rode down Wady Ashûr, the most picturesque we 
have yet seen. If Carmel reminded us of park scenery, no less did this valley of the real 
English woods. We could almost fancy wild 
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strawberries and primroses, as it was there were wild flowers of all colours, sprinkling little 
grass lawns among the bushes. We climbed up a few steep cliffs after sculptures inaccurately 
located by the guide book, and which we therefore missed; in another place we struck off on 
our own account and discovered some others not mentioned in the aforesaid valuable work. 
Hiram’s tomb we saw too, a curious solid stone tower in all probability genuinely his, and 
lunch took place at the great Water Fountains of Old Tyre, still in capital preservation, and 
best of all, close to an onion field. This is a very important item in choosing a lunching 
ground. Should the owners appear, they are paid for what we consume, and they are thankful 
to get anything, for in this lawless country there is no redress, should we pull the whole crop 
and refuse to pay for so doing. The next three miles into Tyre, was along the shore, and here 
we galloped to our hearts content, for the goat path again had been our only road for some 
days. Modern Tyre has the usual bazaars, flat roofs, narrow streets, and Asiatic dirt, which go 
so far to form an Eastern town, but it still has the glorious situation, which baffled 
Nebuchadnezzar for 13 years. It is an island, joined artificially to the mainland, by an 
isthmus, the rock of Alexander. Granite & marble columns are strewn in every direction in 
the sea, & on the shore & in groups of sometimes 30 or 40 together. The East and  
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West ends of a large Church is still standing but that is all. The rest of Tyre lies buried, like 
old Jerusalem far below the present surface. The greatness of the city that traded with all the 
then known world, and colonized so much of it, with which Jerusalem in her palmiest days 
was glad to ally herself is entirely passed away. Many of its stones have been carried off to 
build Beyrout, Akka, and the villages around. The site of the very old Tyre on the mainland is 
too unhealthy to be rebuilt. No Arab will live there. Today I discovered a curious insect, 
mostly of the locust kind, but with a little of the beetle, dragon fly, and camel about it. It is 
called the Horse of the Prophet, and the Moslems believe that Mohammed rode up to heaven 
upon it. On Thursday we left for Sidon, our route of course still along the shore, and under a 
parallel line of hills; up these we climbed occasionally, and there discovered tombs and 
quarries, continuing along the ridges. In each tomb, were three hollow caves, on the sides and 
back, answering to the shelves of Petra; at the entrance was a small cistern, carved out to 
collect the rain water.  Some were painted in rude arabesque, and most have been the work of 
the Crusaders. At Sarafand the ancient Sarepta, a countryman (who as a race are as civil and 
courteous as the Bedouins are rude and independent) offered 
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for a consideration to shew us a sarcophagus, discovered by some enterprising Frenchman. 
He had been bribed how ever by him to bury it again, and shew it to no one till the discoverer 
returned to carry it off. We reduced the consideration to one fourth, i.e. about a fair price and 
the treasure was exhumed. It was Grecian work, very well preserved, and quite a find. Marble 
and pottery lie about on the round piles of earth and sufficiently mark Sarepta; the modern 
village is on the hill behind. Sidon is situated on a small promontory, very like its daughter 
Tyre, and a very pretty place it is. As to antiquities, it was old before antiquities were born, so 
that there is little here. Its castle in the sea, joined to the shore by a long row of arches, is its 
most prominent feature. As we were leaving Sidon on Friday morning, the Prince came 
steaming down from Beyrout to Tyre, and when far away at noon, we heard the guns saluting 
him on his arrival at Sidon. From this time we fairly leave Palestine for Syria, and the face of 
the country changes, quite as much as its name. I am afraid you will have found a terrible 
sameness in many of my notes, but after all Palestine is not a country to tread in for the sake 
of variety, one mountain is very like another, and so are the  
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little modern towns. But Syria has far grander scenery, though less historical interest about it. 
Our three days route to Damascus, is a very long one, but a very grand one, through the heart 
of the Lebanon and Hermon. We are getting rather pressed for time now & cannot take trips 
off to the Leontes gorges or Mt Hermon himself but the mountain scenery surpasses all I 
expected. It is cruel work for the horses and mules, and a great test of human nerves 
occasionally. The roads of course are villainous, and seem purposely marked out over the 
most unsafe corners and edges. They wind about up torrent beds, and through torrents, & up 
and down precipices, and through the clouds and once the snow & then twist away down the 
eastern side of Lebanon, & the plains of Coele Syria. We are now established at the foot of 
Lebanon, near a little village Jub [Jib] Jenin, and shall spend Sunday (tomorrow) here, and 
hope by a forced march of nearly 12 hours to  reach Damascus on Monday evening, leaving 
at 5 in the morning. Yesterday we camped at Deir el Kamir [Kamar], the Cawnpore of Syria 
during the massacre of the Druses. The inhabitants are chiefly Maronite Christians, the 
women & children wear European dresses to a great extent, and are the happiest cleanest 
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specimens of human nature we have seen lately. The houses are well built & there is every 
appearance of wealth in the town. The authorities are all Mohammedans Turks, but a 
neighbouring village has a Christian mayor. Lying unburied under a low arch were bones & 
skulls of people massacred by the Druses [June 1860]. They are probably kept to leave the 
sore unhealed, for no Druse dare set foot in the town; he would be torn to pieces instantly. 
Silk is the great produce of Deir el Kamir, and every corner of soil up to the mountain side, 
has its mulberry tree; we visited one or two of the feeding houses. In one was a poor lunatic 
woman who had lost a son in the massacre, torn from her arms, and murdered on the spot. 
She was calling incessantly for him. The scenery is very wild here, very Swiss as some of the 
party described it  & well worth the tremendous toil we had to get to it. Crossing Hermon this 
morning (Monday) was tame enough after our Lebanon difficulties, for we had a good road & 
comparatively few ups and downs; we have had a very long day of it, especially as we took a 
detour to obtain our first view of the plain of Damascus, from a mountain to the N.W. 
Mahomet is supposed to have reached this spot & then turned back, saying one Paradise was 
all he wanted, and he had chosen a Heavenly one. However his muleteer  thought differently, 
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and lived the rest of his life in Damascus.. We wound along by the banks of the Barada 
(Abana) this was Dr Stanley’s route and his description is perfect. Close to the river was 
green indescribable; beyond a narrow border of vegetation was complete desert waste on 
each side. The view of Damascus itself when we had climbed the steep, was very grand. The 
city lies completely embedded in miles of green, all spreading from this one river which 
waters the plain, and such green as Arab eyes know nowhere else. The evening was clear and 
cloudless, far beyond all European efforts of the kind, and every distant hill stood out sharp in 
its own especial colours. On leaving Damascus we took our last view of it from the same 
spot, but in the morning glare and mist, it was not the same view at all. Damascus itself must 
be the most purely oriental city there is: Mecca is especially a holy city with but little trade. 
Bagdad (sic) & Balsora are not now what they were in the days of the Arabian nights; and our 
friend Haroon Alraschid [Haroun al Raschid, Abbasid Caliph]. Cairo, Jerusalem and 
Constantinople have seen far too many Europeans. We have allotted two days to the city; 
there is little enough of antiquities here, but the best illustration of eastern life. Oh that I had 
the  
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powers of {an Eastern minstrel} (in Lalla kookh?,) to sing of palaces and mosques, fragrant 
gardens & sparkling fountains, marble floors, mosaic walls, and arabesque ceilings, 
embroidered robes and jewelled daggers, shawls of Persia & silks of Cashmere, in order to 
offer my small tribute of song to this Pearl of the East. (But as I neither sit on my heels or 
wear petticoat trousers, I cannot reasonably be expected to possess such qualities.) The 
greatest sight of interest in Damascus is the Bazaar. They are long ranges of open stalls, on 
each side of narrow covered lanes, with a bearded turbaned robed figure, squatting in the 
middle of each as composedly as if he had been placed there for show like the piles of silk &c 
that rest in front of, and on each side of him. Every trade has its quarter in the immense net 
work of Bazaars; there is the Mercers bazaar, the Tailors, the Spice Bazaar, the Silversmiths 
Bazaar, the Boot & Clog Bazaar, the Old Clo’Bazaar &c &c. All the costumes of Asia are 
here pushing and holloaing among panniered donkeys, strings of laden mules & camels, dogs 
stretched asleep every two yards down the road, in spite of the traffic and hubbub; but never a 
vehicle of any sort or kind, except perhaps a palanquin now and then. The Dervish wears a 
flower-potted hat, the Persian a sugar loafed ditto, a yard in  
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length often; the Turk a red night cap out the back of his shaven, bullet shaped head: 
Bedawins peer at one another under a flame coloured pefiyeh [keffiyeh] (small shawl) while 
village sheikhs stalk about, as if they had wound all their family sheeting round their heads, 
and had reserved the blankets to throw over their shoulders. Every article you can imagine a 
Damascene to want is exposed for sale in these Bazaars. Indian muslins and Manchester 
prints, Persian carpets, Lyons silks, Damascus swords, Birmingham knives, amber mouth 
pieces, antique China, French ribbons, and Mocha Coffee. Add to the list at your pleasure. 
Here comes a donkey load of poultry, tied in two large groups by the feet at each end of a 
rope, and thrown over the animals’ back, there left to fight and flutter as they like; here is a 
peasant, with his donkey loaded with thorns and brush; it is just the width of and therefore 
tolerably sweeps the street. Then all the trades are worked in their open shops: after 
examining the forges, we walked to the Coopers shops then the bellowmakers and 
silversmiths, then the red and yellow slipper manufacturers (perhaps 50 of these down each 
side of the street) then come tinsmiths fruit box makers, saddlers &c &c in endless variety. 
Every where too 
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are the ladies, as fond of shopping here as in England, dressed or rather wrapped & 
completely enshrouded in bales of white cotton. The Mohammedan ladies wear a thin pocket 
handkerchief over the face, Jews and Christians are not quite so particular. But this second 
ramble of mine about Damascus, which also has its tale to tell, and that is the Christian 
quarter. It comprises all the Eastern end, about one third of the whole city, and is now the 
most complete ruin you can imagine. There used to stand here, the Syrian Church & Convent, 
the Armenian Convent, the Greek Catholic Church, and the adjoining house of the Patriarch, 
all gaily painted, marbled, decked with heavy silver, gaudy pictures &c. Then the so called 
house of Ananias was close by and the Greek Cathedral, and old Latin Church of the Cross, 
and all intervening spaces filled up by some of the best houses in Damascus, marble courts, 
fountains &c, all belonging to the Christians there. Now a few arches, here and there a 
shattered pillar, mark the remains of the Churches &c, roofless walls, and interiors choked 
deep with rubbish, show the ruins of the private dwellings, while bright paint and deep blood 
stains, tell of the luxury in which they lived, and the struggle with which they died. There is a 
rickety minaret near the Eastern Gate, and from the top we had a good bird’s eye view of the 
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whole. As a body the Christians have fled to the sea board, those who remain only lingering 
in hopes of obtaining 
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their indemnity money, which is long enough coming. The country is in a very dangerous 
state, and an outbreak might occur any day. Murders, now of Christians, now of Druses, are 
being committed almost daily about Damascus.  The principal traffic routes ae lined with 
those shabby half fed specimens of humanity called Turkish soldiers, and Christians and 
Druses, alike only want an opportunity, to begin cutting each others (sic) throats again.  This 
is not only from report, but I have had several small conversations with both sets as far as I 
could go. The Druses are fond enough of the English, and insist on it we are Brothers, but 
hate the French more cordially even that the Maronites  &c here. They cannot have safety 
now through the country, though we can every where. You must not be hard on bad writing, 
for I have lots to put down and it soon degenerates into dreadful scribbling, but it is difficult 
enough to find time to write at all, and sometimes I am almost too sleepy to hold my pen.  I 
had forgotten about Damascus; in the Christian cemetery, midway between two traditional 
spots, one of St Paul’s conversion, the other where he was let down the wall, is a large 
vaulted tomb, 30 feet by 24 where 2200 Christians were buried after the massacre* Our first 
day out  of Damascus was a very pleasant one. After crossing the mountain ridge again, we 
followed the river Barada as it rushes down from its source, between and over rocks. One of 
its sources is at Ain Fijeh [Ain al Fijah] where 
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we lunched; the water bursts from a narrow cave, under an old temple, and leaps & roars & 
foams like a troubled sea, as it leaves its penthouse. It forms at once a rapid torrent, 30 feet 
wide and 3 or 4 deep and the water is delicious. We soon passed the remains of Abila, and 
spent half an hour among its tombs, Roman road &c. On a high hill opposite is the Moslem 
tomb of Abel 30 feet long. That night we encamped in the plain of Zebdany [Zabadani], in 
the very centre of Anti Libanus, above us was the little village of Bludan [Bloudan], the home 
of the Damascus mission, British Consul &c during the very hot weather. On Friday we 
crossed Roman bridges, passed along old Roman roads &c and reached Baalbek. The 
magnificence of the ruins of Baalbek, is beyond all I had any expectation of. Thebes in Egypt 
and Aboo Simbil (sic) in Nubia are beyond them in magnitude, but in symmetry and richness 
of sculpture they have nothing to compare with Baalbec (sic). Athens I have not yet seen, but 
in point of size these ruins must surpass any there. The three temples must have been built 
about A.D. 200; the third to get rid of that first, is circular about 30 feet only in diameter, was 
once domed, and is adorned with the Corinthian columns, niches friezes &c we find in so  
much greater size and proportion in the other two temples. It is now falling into complete 
ruin, though a century ago, it was fitted up by the Greeks as a Christian Church. The great 
temple about 800 feet long and 400 broad, stood raised above the soil on a stone platform, in 
some part 
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50 feet high, in the rest 30! All this is tunnelled out, and the underground passages, are all 
faced with massive stone arches. But the most wonderful thing is the size of some of the 
stones of the outer walls of this platform. There are three in a line together, 64 feet, 63. 8, 63   
long, and with a square end of 13 feet. They are 20feet above the ground. In a quarry half a 
mile off, where all the stone was procured, is another block 68 feet by 14-2 and 13. 11. It’s 
weight is 1100 tons, or about that of one of the tubes of the Britannia Bridge. All this 
platform is Phœnician work and may have been built, any time after the flood therefore. of 
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the large temple plenty remains, in spite of time and Turks, the latter tried to convert it into a 
fortress, and put up buttresses on the temple walls, to say nothing of breaking away the bases 
of columns, to get at the blocks of iron, with which the stone was clamped together. It took us 
more than two hours on Friday to walk through with Murray’s Guide, approving and altering 
his plans & examining porticoes, and wings, and pilasters and cornices, and entablatures and 
all sorts of carved friezes with patterns of eggs and [dart] dice, fruit, flowers &c &c. But its 
greatest beauty is the 6 columns that now stand alone with their architrave above, their 48 
brethren lying all round, tumbled together in one confused mass, colossal fragments of shafts, 
huge capitals that look all out of proportion when compared with the light aerial ones far up 
on the columns still  
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standing. The diameter of the columns at the base is 7-3 at the top 6-6. there height base and 
capital is 75 feet, 90 with the entablature. I watched them at sunset, and by moonlight and 
broad day light, each view was different and each perfect. One cannot imagine their size; it is 
lost in their elegance. The second temple of Jupiter, is more highly finished and is more 
perfect in its remains. It too stands on its platform, and is 230 by 120 feet. Forgive these 
measurements occasionally, *****? them whenever I can. 30 columns are standing still out 
of 50. They are a little smaller every way than the 6, but are almost as elegant. A modern wall  
is built up across the entrance, but on creeping through it we see the great Portal, famous I 
suppose all over the world. It is 42 feet by 21, their sides and top being each built of 3 single 
blocks, a border 4 feet deep, runs all rounds, fruit, flowers, vine leaves &c in high relief. 
above this are little Cupids or Bacchuses with bundles of grapes. In 1759 an earthquake rent 
the gateway, and the centre block fell about 3 feet or half its height. In this position it is still. 
A staircase on one of the pillars leads to the top of the walls, and up there we began to realize 
the size of the capital, and the immense stones they support. The whole interior is very richly 
carved but the wall for the sanctum or place for the altar and statue is like the Nile temples 
scratched over with the names of travellers; “Nomina stultorum parietibus 
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hærent” “Les nomes des ânes se trouvent partout”. These are bold strokes for immortality that 
are made by charred sticks or a paint brush. We left Baalbek by noon on Saturday (the 17th ) 
having sent on our baggage early in the morning. In 1½ hours we reached a Pillar, standing 
alone about 60 feet high, without either name or story. There was a tablet here, but it has 
gone, as if the column was as shy? about telling its age, as ladies of the 18th century. In 1½ 
hour more, we began to ascend Lebanon again; and after winding up through dwarf oak, 
hawthorn &c and over rocky ridges we reached Ain Ata a little fountain with ruins near it. It 
is now swollen with the melting snow, & rushes down the main ridge of Lebanon in all sorts 
of waterfalls. We were within three hours of the Cedars, under a sun 113 at 2 oclock, and 
within ten minutes of the first patch of snow. Here we spent Sunday (18th). The water at Ain 
Ata, was so cold that it cracked our tumblers, I do not remember it occurring any where 
before. It is curious to find ourselves in the middle of May, before we see any thing wintry. 
On Monday we had our hardest day’s work after leaving Cairo; we climbed eight different, 
and at last the highest peak of Lebanon, and therefore of Syria. This we satisfactorily 
ascertained by a water level. It is 10,050 feet above the sea. As an American clergy man and 
myself were walking on one of the ridges, a large shaggy bear, not quite white enough to be  
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polar, but rather a very pale yellow, came ambling over the snow about 12 yards below us. 
We had no pistols with us, and sticks and stones, would have been our only weapons. 
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Fortunately he did not see us, and we took care not to acquaint him with our proximity. We 
had great difficulty in reaching the Cedars, as the snow is still deep, in some places 12 or 16 
feet, but we managed it, and lunched under them, and carried off some cones on our 
departure. There are perhaps 400 trees in all, covering some 4 acres, but the largest of them 
have suffered much from storms and travellers. There are only about 12 real giants and 
fathers of the rest; as it is they will probably die out in time at least in Lebanon, for there are 
plenty in England. They stand perfectly alone, not another tree in sight in the centre of a great 
horse shoe recess, six miles across, and enclosed on three sides by snow peaks, 3000 feet 
above them. Below on the fourth side is the deep perpendicular gorge of the Kadisha, or Holy 
River, 2000 feet down again. We are now in the heart of the Lebanon range, the Alps of 
Syria, and every fresh ridge we cross, opens up some distant view of the sea, or a peep down 
into a new ravine. On through such country as this to Afka, certainly the most romantic spot 
we have seen, except perhaps the view of Philae going up the Nile, but that is of course very 
different. 
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There is a sort of dreariness even in the grandeur of Lebanon, and the snow does not lessen it, 
though it breaks the monotony of the ridges, but here we suddenly descend into another 
recess, somewhat like that of the Cedars, but smaller, it is hemmed in by cliffs 2000 feet high, 
and seemingly unclimbable. Near the centre on one side of the valley a little is a huge cavern, 
perhaps 200 feet up the cliff, from which as at Ain Fijeh, but on a much grander scale, boils 
forth a ready made river, the Nahr Ibrahim. I tried in vain to get into the mouth of the cavern, 
by climbing up the cliff to it, but only one of our party of 9 accomplished it. He says the roar 
inside was deafening; within there is another cascade of about 30 feet. Perhaps for the first 
mile (we cannot explore the river to judge) the surface of the torrent is a sheet of foam, only 
broken by the rocks that lash it up to its fury pitch. I am writing now in our camp some half 
mile off, and the noise is quite loud enough here. Seven other cascades, comparatively small, 
come tumbling down to join this, two of them very near its source, and all three together pass 
under a bridge, form another cascade and then fall over three probably artificial levels of rock 
till they reach the river bed at the bottom. I could only think of bits of Southey’s description 
of the water of Lodore, but I know nothing else to compare it to. From the height, the whole 
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together the caverns, the cascades, the bridge, the ruined temples, the water the rock, and the 
steep rides and the horizontal terraces of the mountain, form a picture worth many miles 
travel to see. Wednesday was perhaps our wind up day of travel (Thursday being a short one 
of five hours only to Beirut our destination) and for it was reserved just the cream of the 
wildest scenery of all. We passed several miniatures of Afka, for they seem to abound in 
limestone, but the great feature of the day was the Natural Bridge over the Nahr el Kelb 
[Kalb]. The road was 200 feet broad, the span about 160, and the height 80, and we had 
plenty to explore there, up the banks of the river as it roared, and twisted in its rocky bed, till 
we reached clefts, one foot broad at the top and of unknown depth. Two little gothic arches of 
natural rock still remained; near the end of the day we crossed the Nahr Salib, a tributary of 
the Day [Dog] River; it flows through a ravine with sides 1500 feet high, almost 
perpendicular, and with only just room at the bottom for the torrent itself. Our journey was 
literally through a land flowing with milk and honey, for we saw the two chief sources of the 
Day [Dog] River the Weby el Asal and Weby el Leben, the honey and milk fountains 
respectively. I could not detect the difference, between the taste of either and water. Thursday 
landed us safely under a hotel roof at Beyrout and very comfortable we found it after our long 
trip among 
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wild Arabs and deserts, our peep in fact at uncivilized nature animal, vegetable, and mineral. 
The first part of one day’s march was down the banks of the glorious Dog River, under its 
dripping aqueducts, festooned with evergreen creeping plants, and over a modern bridge near 
the mouth, the second part was over the sandy shore of St George’s Bay, the roadstead of 
Beyrout. It owes its name to the above gentleman. having had his satisfactory interview with 
the dragon near this spot, and here we treated our horses, now well nigh knocked up, to their 
last gallop (sic) under an European load for some time to come. Beyrout is half French and a 
very thriving mercantile town, its population having doubled during the last twenty years. It 
is also the headquarters of the Christian refugees from Deir el Kaner [Qamar], Damascus, 
Hasbeiyah &c. I visited a large school for their instruction in Arabic, English & needlework, 
where we gathered as many as 500, Grandmothers, Mothers, daughters & Granddaughters. 
This work, especially in gold thread work, seemed uncommonly good to one so experienced 
in such matters as myself, and I bestowed my unqualified approval on cuffs, collars, shirt 
fronts and pinafores,as they all passed in review, with all becoming impartiality and gravity. I 
heard various Arabic hymns recitations and catechisms, and some of the children spoke 
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and read English admirably. The 24th was not forgotten here. The English Man of War “The 
Mars?” lying off Beyrout, hung out all her gala flags, and with a French gun boat fired a 
salute of 21. and French, Sardinian &c hoisted Union Jacks at the main head above their own 
colours. We took our share too, for at 12 oclock déjeuner we tossed off a tumbler to “Our 
little Queen, God bless her”. In the evening we joined our vessel L’Amérique of the 
Messagerie Imperiales, and thus once more on the broad blue waves of the Mediterranean, six 
months within a few days since we landed at Alexandria. What a retrospect these last six 
months afford! Many of my notes are as shabby and scanty that they are scarcely worth 
sending but you must accept them as the rough outline, sketched on the spot to guide me in 
putting in the minor details by and bye when we meet. 
 
 
After leaving Beyrout we have taken up our European natures again, and seem to have 
suddenly remembered, that man is a gregarious animal, never intended to wander alone over 
desert wastes, though it be in a monarchy like Alexr Selkirks, any more than to devote his 
energies to a monastery for life; we determined to start for civilization again, tried to forget 
that we had been tanned into Asiatics, under Egyptian, Nubian, & Arabian suns, and 
consented  
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once more to acknowledge the power of steam, as a vehicle of transit. A week’s cruise along 
the coasts of Syria and Asia Minor brought us to Smyrna; we touched en route at Tripoli, 
Ladikiyeh, Iskenderun (Alexandretta) Messina, and Rhodes, stopping sometimes 6 or 10 
hours. The four first are fair specimens of the second rate sea port towns here, Beyrout and 
Jaffa being the only approach to good ones. They are scarcely as important as a small English 
fishing village; they offer no anchorage to shipping, and scarcely any export to come for. 
Tobacco and corn, is all the available produce; dirt and dogs, they have in any quantities, but 
those they would be as unwilling to part with, as we should be to carry away. Rhodes is a 
very beautiful island, with plenty of verdure, and a grand rocky & undulating coast line. Its 
inhabitants look cheerful, hard working and wealthy. The town itself is a brisk little sea port, 
the most interesting part is the street of the Knights of St John, with many coats of arms still 
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over the many gateways; we saw the remains of the Grand Church, completely thrown down 
by the blowing up of a powder magazine (also originally the property of the Knights) in a 
storm five years ago, & various pillar heads, shafts &c built into walls by way of building 
materials, or acting, side by side with Templar ordnance as mooring posts along the harbour. 
We saw where the Colossus used to stride in the days of his pride, over a space of 30 feet, the 
fortifications, which impregnable of old, 
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the Turks can hardly appreciate enough to keep in repair; the burial grounds of their 
forefathers who died beneath the walls, during a siege of 8 years, and a European looking 
coal wharf, from which we had a delightful bathe. From Rhodes and Smyrna our course was 
very picturesque winding through the meshes of the Aegean Sea, with its network of big 
islands, little islands, lesser islands and barren rocks; I had no idea we should have seen so 
many; probably a small half are entered in our maps & the rest are reserved for navigation 
charts. Smyrna bay, is a long inlet up the coast, larger, though not so grand as Vigo bay in 
N.E. Spain. Of the city itself we saw little; we had plenty to do in passing between boats and 
offices, sending boxes to England, transferring portmanteaus &c, evading custom house 
officers, or fleeing them should they appear, posting letters under heavy charges and a faint 
hope they may each England safely, and paying boatmen little more than twice reasonable 
fare, and very little time to do it all in for the paquebot (dreadful word that I wonder the 
French are not ashamed of it) started only two hours after her larger Sister reached Smyrna; 
i.e. at 4 P.M. on Sat 31st – Our next cruise leaves little to record, beyond now & then catching   
a turtle, or a flying fish or two, changing our boat at Syra, taking a run ashore, up and down 
its town of Hermiopolis (the first ground we have trod in Europe for six months, and getting 
considerably tossed about 
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in a cockleshell of a steamboat, till we reached the Piraeus at 6 AM. on the morning of the 2nd 
June. And now we were really in Greece, and while driving up the five miles into Athens, 
took to reading snatches of Byron, and collecting our historical ideas, swaping (sic) away the 
cobwebs of our schoolboy brains, and believing for the time, that “those heroes of antiquity” 
did come up to the British Grenadiers in spite of their having been denied the privilege of 
seeing a cannon ball. We passed three full days in Athens, wandering through its many relics 
of ancient greatness; we were for hours in the Acropolis with its assemblage of temples; first 
that of victory, with a fine row of columns and the façade at the entrance; then the Propylaea 
or gates leading up to the Parthenon; the Parthenon itself, which if I remember right, took 
some well known artist a month to sketch, as it presented itself in some new light, and 
displayed fresh beauties every time he went to look at it: the temple of Erectheus and 
Minerva Polias with its fine Ionic columns, and the world-wide-armed Caryatides. The whole 
space inside these temples is strewn with fragments, (all white marble from Pentelicus) 
column heads, vases, bas relieves, inscriptions, statues, are all piled indiscriminately together, 
for there is no museum at Athens, and what has not been carried off to England, France and 
Russia, lies generally where it fell. Outside the Acropolis are relics everywhere, and I can 
only enumerate them. On the  
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only sloping side of the hill, to the west, is the Areopagus, where for so many years sat that 
greatest of heathen judgement courts, and where in full view of the city, as she lay beneath 
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him, the Queen of the Eastern world, in full view of all these temples, & of ten times as many 
more, now destroyed, St Paul stood, and boldly proclaimed, that in temples made with hands 
God does not dwell, that the Altars of Justice Hope & Pity, marking their superstition or 
fondness for the unseen, were nothing when compared with that they had dedicated to the 
Unknown God. But let us keep up with the guide; here is the theatre of Bacchus, just 
excavated, some 500 yards across, that may have contained some 35,000 persons. Those 
armchairs hewn in the rock, still bear the name of their owners, one is for the  [space]           
or herald; another for the commander of the Land Force &c. This theatre was joined by a row 
of arches with another, that of Herod Atticus, some way to the East, and about a 1/3rd the size. 
The Doric temple of Theseus is the best preserved monument of ancient Athens; I think both 
that and the Parthenon - figure modelled in the British Museum. The gate of the Agora also 
Doric, stands up boldly among the low modern houses that enclose it. Close by stands a 
pilaster, with a long inscription on it, about the price of wool &c.  The porch of Hadrian is the 
remaining side of a large square built by him; there are still standing seven Corinthian 
columns, single blocks of Phrygian 
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marble. Here are a lot more busts, figures of  men and animals, known and unknown, but we 
have far better in the British Museum. The monument of Lysicrates, like two columns above 
the theatre of Bacchus, was carried in memory of one of the victories of his tribe, in choral 
competitions, which I suppose answered to the Crystal Palace and other brass band contests 
in our degenerate days. The Corinthian arch of Hadrian, marks the boundary between the 
ancient and modern city, as the inscriptions have it, but it makes a fine approach to a noble 
collection of columns, the remains of the temple of Jupiter Olympus. The temple was begun 
by Pisistratus, but was not completed till 670 years afterwards. Out of 184 columns, 15 only 
remain now, lying full length, blown down in a storm in 1852, gives an idea of the size, the 
purity of the marble, and the mode of fixing the blocks together. On the stone connecting two 
of the pillars, 200 feet above the ground, are the remains of a hermitage, built by some good 
anchorite, who chose this means of raising himself above his brother men. Then there are also 
the fountains of Callixhoe [Callirhoe], the Panathenaic Stadium, the ruined bridge of Hadrian, 
the hill of the Muses the monument of Philopappus [Philopappos], the Pnyx with the platform 
cut in the rock, which commands the great amphitheatre 
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of the people here listened to Demosthenes & Æschines, the Prison of Socrates, where he 
drank his poison, a long row of rock dungeons opening chiefly only in the vaulted roof, & a 
lot more insignificant remains; some have no names. Of course there are a lot of mere 
legendary antiquities; for instance the bowl in which St Paul baptized the earliest Athenian 
Christians, and the figure of a very grotesque gentleman who ran into Athens with the news 
of the victory at Marathon. One day we devoted to Mount Pantelicus [Pentelicus], to see the 
ancient quarries, from which were hewn all the finest buildings of Athens from the 
Parthenon, down to the modern Palace. Close to the principal quarries, was a large stalactite 
grotto, in which was a cavern said to run all the way to the sea. The fresh breeze at the top 
was doubly enjoyable, after the stifling atmosphere of Athens, and the view was a glorious 
one. In front of us was the broad plain of Marathon, some six miles long and perhaps three 
deep, between the shore and the parallel mountain range. Near the centre of the plain is the 
immense tumulus, in which were buried the bodies of the Greeks who fell here, and saved 
Greece with their lives. The further end fined off into the promontory at which Xerxes landed 
his horde. We looked across the Euripas to Eubæa [Euboea] (Negropont) of which most of 
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the length was visible, with one high mountain on the opposite shore. The Ægean sparkled 
away far off in  
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distance, broken by islands of every shape and size; to the North we fancied we could see 
Olympus, one high snow peak in the distance, over many others that lay between in our 
raised map, to the south & south east was all the coast of Eleusis and the bay of Salamis, and 
between us and the latter, were the ports of the Piraeus, Munychium [= Munychia] & 
Phalerum, and nearer still, Athens itself guarded on the west by Mount Hymettus, and half 
concealed by Lycabettus. The Acropolis disdained to be hid, and raised its head over the 
modern city, as proudly as if its buildings had never fallen into ruins. Of modern Athens little 
need be said, every body laughs at the King, whom they fancy worse than useless, and would 
unite tomorrow in turning him out, if they were sure that such a proceeding would improve 
matters. We saw the Queen starting from the Palace for an evening ride, but the whole turn 
out was very poor. Since the last outbreak, the King seldom appears in public. The Palace is 
an immense square building, all white and windows, and might be mistaken for a lunatic 
asylum, or a well-to-do hospital, were it not for a marble front and here and there a sentry on 
guard. There are some five rooms inside, the best being the Queen’s reception room, & the 
suite of hall rooms which are very handsome. Two pictures of Jacob Hess, representing Otto 
landing at Nauptra and arriving in Athens, hang in an antechamber. In them were grouped 
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characters in the costume of all parts of the Morea, and the various islands round the coast. 
The gardens belonging to the Palace are thrown open to the public every evening and are 
tastily laid out especially as in the thirsty soil of Attica it is difficult enough to make anything 
grow. The town itself is clean, well built, broad-streeted, lit with gas partially, and alive with  
people in European costume, but there is a look about it, sister to that which pervades 
Madrid, as if civilization had never taken kindly to the soil, but had been filched away in 
small portions from France &c and only waited for an opportunity to run away home again. 
The Greek dress, in which I used to fancy Ægean pirates delighted to disport themselves, is 
fast dying out and must be as inconvenient as uncomfortable. The heat was excessive - few 
people trusted themselves out in the heat of the day, and accustomed as we have been to 
scorching and boiling, we contrived to keep indoors between 11 and 6 for the thermometer 
was seldom below 100o during those hours in the sun, and there was no shade to be had, and 
the town is so painfully white, that the glare was unbearable, except when we donned 
spectacles. Now and then we strolled off to the Iliorus or Cephiorus, both streams nearly dry 
now, or through the olive groves where stood the academy of Plato. But what struck me as 
strangest of all, was to find the words of every day life figuring over shop fronts &c. 
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in  a language which I had looked on so long as entirely classical. Arabic words I could not 
read and was prepared for, French, German & Italian are modern languages that one expects 
and finds every where, but here was a language which I had fancied as dead as Latin & red? 
herring?, which I almost believed had been reserved for orators like Demosthenes, 
philosophers like Plato, and schoolboys like myself, not only suddenly starting into life again, 
but actually condescending to treat of such modern degeneracies as steam & tobacco. Here 
are a few of the words:  

is a hotel:  a store: a dairy: 

. a sequpainter;  a cigar shop;  
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 a toll keeper;  a confectioners;  
 was once a sort of Moses ‘and sons’ and side by side scrubbed on the 

monuments were the names of two travellers,  , and to 
H. Jones Esqre 1856.-* I have not yet learned to associate the above with Buttmauns Greek 
Grammar or Liddell & Scotts Lexicon. On Thursday (5th) we drove down early to see Piraeus 
and the Tomb of Thermistocles. The latter is now empty, the sea washes over it, and the 
column that once marked the spot, lies in huge blocks along the rocks close by. At five that 
evening we were under weigh again on board the “Neva” bound for Constantinople. It is a 
very fast boat, 360 horse 
 

*Also  a steam vessel:  a café. 
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power, 4 only 617 tonnage. Our voyage has been glorious, we passed close under Cape 
Suniun [Sunion], and got a fine view of the Temple on its brow, have steamed away all up the 
Dardanelles and are now crossing the sea of Marmora……… 
 
 
We reached Constantiople in the early morning, when the sun was scarcely high enough to 
gild this glorious city into its full brilliancy, but as it was, we were well repaid for turning out 
of our berths at 4 oclock. The general effect is grand beyond measure, chiefly owing to the 
situation, for transplanted here, Arab mud hovels would look like so many Crystal Palaces, 
and even a Paradise Row would seem to deserve its name. We dash along past a mile and half 
of white buildings and minarets, fringing the northern shore, and have just time to take in 
thoroughly the view of the Seraglio, and the Mosque of St Sophia on our left, and of Miss 
Nightingale’s hospital at Scutari on the other side, almost hidden in the blaze of the morning 
sun, when we suddenly turn up the Golden Horn, and have the whole gorgeous panorama of 
the city before us. Here is a broad and very deep bay running up into the land, surrounded by 
hills which are covered with buildings, domes, fairy palaces and minarets, down to the 
water’s edge, those at the summits, intermingled with cypress groves, those on the shores, 
appearing through thousands of masts in the harbour. There are ships, French (which get 
every where) Sardinian, Austrian, Greek and Turkish, steamers 
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innumerable which ply to Scutari, Les Isles du Prince &c and remind one strongly of their 
sisters on the Thames, feluccas with their immense sails and myriads of caiques skimming in 
all directions. The minarets are very high here, and a special extinguisher (sic) top, which 
surmounted by the glittering crescent give an air of lightness to the whole city. But all this 
would be nothing so very wonderful without those peculiarities, which go so far towards the 
happy magic of an eastern city, the cloudless sky, brisk air, and doubly transparent, sun 
doubly bright, outlines doubly defined, colours doubly clear. But there is a reverse as ever to 
every medal, and it is well to sit down, & thoroughly drink in the enchantment of the first 
view, before landing. The instant we disembark, we might fancy ourselves in Wapping for 
Galata, which needs be crossed before climbing up into Pera, the Frank quarter, is as dirty as 
Easterns can make it, and will rival any parts of Cairo or Damascus. Well the general view is 
every thing; the  best I believe from the hill of Bulgaria, behind Scutari, which we could not 
reach. But there are two fine views from the fire towers, one in Stamboul, i.e. the true Eastern 
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city with its mosques, bazaars, dogs &c and the other in Pera, on the  other side of the Golden 
Horn, and nearer our own quarters. While we were up the latter, a fire broke out in Stamboul; 
up went the yellow and red flags, to announce the fact,& presently 
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hundreds of barefooted half clothed beings, calling themselves firemen were rushing 
frantically down the streets, carrying what they are pleased to term a fire engine. It looked 
like a pail, fitted with squirt and pump handle, but could hardly prove as effective. The 
houses on fire were like bandboxes and each burnt out to the ground, first however lighting 
the next, and thus from 20 to 200, according to various reports were destroyed. We happened 
to arrive during Beirani [Beiram], high Moslem feast; the chief features of which are that 
even the farce of playing at business which they occasionally indulge in, is given up; more 
shops are closed, more coffee is drunk, more pipes are smoked, and more naps taken, and 
large quantities of gunpowder are blown away at all hours of the day and night. On one day 
they kill a sheep, and have a festival, something like the Samaritan Passover. But our 
opportune arrival, gave us a sight of the Sultan, who went about paying morning calls, in his 
gilded caique, with various lesser stars in attendance upon him. And now you will be glad to 
know what a caique is: it is a boat, in shape like an Oxford whiff, but of every possible size, 
holding from one to 26 scullers, and proportionate cargo. These are the cabs, waggons, 
dogcarts and omnibuses of Constantinople, and answer to the camels in the desert, and the 
donkeys of Cairo. There certainly are carriages on shore like decayed Lord-Mayor coaches, 
but they are only used for transporting from place to place, those helpless bale of cotton 
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the Ladies. There are no roads to drive on, unless a steep hillside studded with indiscriminate 
boulders may be called one, and as springs would break, they philosophically do without 
them. The drivers and horses are wiser, for they both prefer walking to any other mode of 
progression. There is an English Church at the Embassy, and quite a little crowd of English 
were at last Sunday’s service, i.e. Whitsunday. On Monday we arrived ourselves with the 
Sultan’s firman, and went the round of the Mosques &c. The Seraglio is on the Eastern 
promontory, and covers one of the seven hills; it is made up of suites of rooms, mosques, 
baths terraces, gardens, cypress groves &c and looks perfect from a distance, but it is a sad 
jumble in reality, with no symmetric order, or taste displayed in it. The Sublime Porte itself is 
a heavy looking Marble Arch, the throne is a hideous bedstead, with jewels of all sorts, badly 
set in the four posts; and there is a collection of viziers, wives &c in waxworks and clay, 
which would not be tolerated at Barnet fair with 2d to pay for admission. The kitchen 
preparations go on in a sort of tumble down barn, and no groom in England would own such 
stables, but long ago, would have given warning. There is a wretched collection of antiquities 
within the Seraglio walls, an old Church is now used as a depository for rusty muskets, and 
some of the gardens looked as if they belonged to some market gardener, with whom times 
had 
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gone very hard. But it is only just to add, that the Sultan, lives generally in another palace on 
the Pera side, where every thing looks magnificent outside, especially the grand gateway: we 
were not able to enter, so that the world will lose any valuable criticisms that we might have 
made upon it. Of the Mosques, there are 14 Imperial ones, about 300 more Moslem places of 
worship of different kinds and sizes are scattered throughout the city. I need only treat you to 
one, the world famed Mosque of St Sophia. It was built by the Emperor Constantine as a 
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Christian Church; six columns are of green jasper, brought from the Temple of Diana at 
Ephesus, eight of porphyry from that of the Sun at Rome, and four more from Baalbec. The 
view of the interior from the galleries is grand; the immense size of the building, third only to 
St Peters at Rome and our St Pauls, the concave of the dome the fine columns of various 
marble and the arches they support, are all very striking - but for all the fine points of the 
building we are indebted to the Christians who first planned it, not to the Moslems who 
afterwards did their best to spoil it. They painted the vault of the dome after taking away its 
mosaic and gold, they left the figures of angels covering their feet with their wings, but bring 
up beside them large yellow shields with the titles of the Prophet emblazoned on them; they 
have left over one door the tablet on which is a dove descending on the church ( it was 
originally dedicated to the Holy Spirit) but they have tried to obliterate the image of Jesus 
Christ painted 
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on the ceiling of the apse, by superpainting garlands, filagree(sic) borders &c. Again the 
Church is built to the S.East, but the direction of Mecca is S.E. by S. therefore the kibleh or 
Moslem shrine is not in the centre of the apse, but a few feet to one side, and as all the 
prayermattings and other fittings as well as worshippers, are arranges by the kibleh and not 
the outside walls, it gives a general skew appearance to the whole, well it is skewious one of 
the party stressed. The ostrich eggs, coloured lamps &c are among the usual mosque features, 
and of the other mosques we visited, I know of nothing worth special notifying, exceot that 
among their relics are the respective trowsers of Mahomet & Fatima. Those of Bayazet 
Solyman II [Suleiman] and the Latila or Tulip Mosque are the finest. Adjoining each is the 
sepulchral chapel of its founder: we went into the finest, that of Sultan Mahmoud and his 
family: it is a white marble octagon, like a large saloon, well fitted up with Persian carpets & 
curtains; in the middle of the coffin (catafalque) surrounded by railways (sic) of mother of 
pearl, and covered with rich red velvet, embroidered with gold. There are five other similar 
tombs close by, of his brothers and wives. The fountains are a remarkable feature of 
Constantinople, some with marble fronts and elaborate arabesque ornaments, tipped with 
gilded pagoda roofs, and they meet you at every turn, for a Moslem must go through his 
ablutions before he may prostrate  
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himself in prayer. The water all comes from the forest of Belgrade 12 miles from the city, 
where it is collected into artificial lakes. The Bazaars are as brilliant and oriental as at 
Damascus, but as they are very like them I need not give you any lengthy description of 
them. We rode out to the Sweet Waters of Europe, but beyond being pleasant ground for 
picnics, they did not seem possessed by any extra ordinary beauty, or to meet all the praise 
that has been bestowed upon them. We were obliged, owing to unfavourable steamboat 
arrangements, to leave Constantinople on Tuesday afternoon, so you must come away too 
and sail up the Bosphorus. I was quite unprepared for its beauties; the rounded hill - outline, 
light with green vegetation, luxuriance of tree, flower and herbage make it more like lake 
scenery than ocean straits. For 13 miles the waters escaping from the Black Sea, now 
compressed into the breadth of a mile, now expanding to four, gush along in a flood of dark 
blue, passing in their course wood and dell, ravine and hill side, while kioski (summer 
houses) and pleasure ground, bastions and loopholes, villas and mosques, stud the whole 
banks. At their feet the hills are bound by line of quays which reach five miles up from 
Constantinople. The Turks are no lovers of art, but are fond of studying nature, after their 
fashion. They like to sit by the hour in one of their kiosks, gazing listlessly at the scene before 
them, and with a bubbling narglide [nargile] to assist their contemplations. They  
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dream off into the idlest inactivity of body and mind, lulling their senses in forgetfulness, till 
they can scarcely vouch for their own existence. This is “keif” [kief] and an oriental highest 
enjoyment. Of fish there are plenty in the Bosphorus; dolphin, porpoises & swordfish. In 
Odessa we were five hours, waiting for a change of steamboats, but as I have no special 
recollection of it, beyond the extreme heat, a delicious bath, and an extra breakfast at the 
Hotel de Londres, must defer any notes on it, till we see it again on our way back. The 
Russian passport and custom house officers, are only as dilatory and annoying in their self. 
important officialism as the Spanish. But we are travelling with very little now, having sent 
our portmanteaus to England from Constantinople. On Friday we reached Sebastopol and on 
Saturday visited Balaclava and Inkerman, dismounting every now and then to see the 
different graveyards on our road, with a moonlight stroll through the ruined city in the 
evening. Sunday was our day of rest, on Monday we drove to Alma, on Tuesday to Jaffa 
through Balaclava, and the valley of the Bidar reaching Sebastopol again: by steamboat on 
Wednesday afternoon and visiting the field of Inkerman on the ever memorable 18th of June. 
Sir Capel’s Cousin fell in the attack on the Kedan in 1855 (same day) and is buried in the 
Engineer’s cemetery: he is bringing home photographs of the grave, taken while we were 
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there, and has the negatives for himself. To descend to particulars here is difficult enough, 
and perhaps I had better recommend you at once to read Russell’s Book on the War, if you 
wish to learn any thing about Sebastopol. The original city in its full military, naval & 
commercial pride, must have been very glorious, as there are plenty of traces still left to 
prove. Any city would look well in such a position, it was as beautiful as fortified by nature, 
and its numerous bays divided from each other by high ridges of hill, with the heights of the 
Kedan, Malakoff and Flagstaff Battery behind, the long winding valley up towards Inkerman, 
and the grand harbour itself, still remain as beautiful as ever. But of what man did to fit this 
spot to his own use, enough only remains to show how much had been done. The multitude 
of white houses, churches (one built like the temple of Theseus at Athens) clubs, reading 
rooms &c, which make such a grand show on approaching Sebastopol turn out, on nearer 
inspection to be mere roofless skeletons, riddled with shot. Forts Paul Alexander and 
Nicholas are levelled to the ground, and of 60,000 inhabitants, exclusive of soldiery, but 
7,000 now remain in the place, many of them living in mere wooden sheds; nor is the place 
recovering at all, commerce is entirely suspended, and as the people fast disappear, there is 
no inducement to any one to rebuild the city. A stroll by moonlight through the silence 
(barring the dogs) and desolation of this dead-alive place, with a  
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clamber now and then over an old battery is impressive enough. The forts still stand on the 
north side of the Bay, of which we never really got possession, Constantine and Michael, the 
latter being chiefly used now as a hospital, but both are fully manned and fitted with guns. 
Balaclava Bay looks smaller than I fancied it would be, it is not unlike Boscastle Bay, North 
Cornwall, and one is surprised to hear that 300 transports were all in there, busy at unloading. 
The English quay is still there, the railway was all taken up and sold to the Turks, but still lies 
at Constantinople. There is a fine view of the outer bay and mouth of the harbour, from an old 
Genoese tower in the top of the hill to the East. With regard to battle fields &c it would yake 
pages to put down every thing. Suffice it to say that with an Irishman of the 19th who was out 
here during the whole war I have been all over the heights of Alma and Inkerman, the plain 
of Balaclava, the remains of the Malakoff and Kedan, the camps and the graveyards. Rifle 
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pits, tranches and bastions are all over the country, and there are many pits dug too in 
searching for iron, which has all been sold by the Russian Government. Many of the storehuts 
are still standing in the two camps, and there are traces of roadways, stabling (in the ground) 
rum-cans sardine -boxes, coffee pots &c, but the broken bottles lie in heaps, hundreds 
together. With regard to the war itself it is curious to 
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notice how much, in all the principal battles and trench work, the English did in comparison 
with the French, in spite of their small numbers. But I have a notebook packed with various 
items, plans of the battle &c and it would be useless copying all its scattered chips of 
information for your present perusal. With regard to the graveyard, there are in all 130 
English cemeteries, big & little, spread over an area of 12 miles by 8. They are in tolerable 
repair for the work is suspended for the present, as the government at home refuses the £3000 
necessary to complete it. We saw Mr Eldridge the consul at Kertick? on board our steamboat, 
to whom the graves are entrusted, and from him obtained full information, saw the 
government despatches &c. I have copied many of the names and inscriptions, including 
Capn Hedley Vicars, in the different graveyards. The French graves are in a far worse state 
than ours; they have about 85 cemeteries. The Russian cemetery is an immense place on the 
N. side of the great harbour. They are building a memorial church there, near the grave of 
Prince Gortohakoff: here all who fell are buried, except those who died at Inkerman, who 
were buried with the French & English on the field. The most conspicuous of our English 
graves, is that on Cathcart’s Hill where he himself is buried. There is a monument there too, 
to many officers and 1467 privates of the R. Artillery. At Alma, we saw the grave of the first 
officer who fell; he was killed by a ball fired from the heights 2½ miles off. There are 
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still traces of the rock foundations of the bridge of boats, by which the Russians left 
Sebastopol; thousands are said to have perished in the hurry of crossing over. An American 
Engineering Company under a Coll Cowan, who first raised the question of the graveyards, 
have been raising the sunken vessels in the harbour of 77 ships of the line, gunboats, packets, 
some 37 have been raised 26 whole, and 3 rendered seaworthy again. Port Constantine still 
guards the entrance, almost intact. It owes its preservation to a reef that stretches out a long 
way seaward, breaking the force of waves, and keeping enemies beyond  a shot-speaking 
distance; 25,000 shot were fired at it during the war. The mill and the picket house, well 
known landmarks during the war, are still standing. Lord Raglan’s head quarters are 
preserved too; on the door of the best room are painted the names of General Simpson, & Sir 
W. Codrington, beneath his own, and in the wall is this tablet “In this room died Field 
Marshall Lord Raglan K.C.B. Commander General of her British Majesty’s Forces in the 
Crimea June 20th 1855. I might jot down a lot more such scraps. The Mr Eldridge aforesaid 
was interpreter to the staff during the whole war, and his information was as complete as 
reliable. Our excursion to Yalta (i.e. down through Balaclava, and then due east through the 
valley of the Bidar to the coast again and so on till we reach the loveliest bit of the whole) 
was full of  
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profit and experience to us. In the first place in seeing it is just the gem of Russia, which has 
few jewels of the kind at all. Here are the country seats of the Emperor, the Grand Duke 
Constantine, Prince Waransoff, and any number of Pot o whisky, barrel o whiskey, &c. There 
is a rich undercliff, for nearly 50 miles, reminding one strongly of the Isle of Wight in its 
beauty - of its scale you may judge better when I add that one magnificent pass was noted by 
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one of the party as second only to the Simplon. Secondly, dust was one of the more 
interesting and overwhelming features of the road. Were the scene in England, and the month 
March, I might have ransomed all the crowned heads of Europe, with the dust on my coat and 
hair, in my mouth and eyes, and kept them in pocket money into the bargain. We had ample 
experience too of butska travelling, with many deeply impressed recollections of springless 
waggons, Tartar horses, serf drivers, post masters civility and a broken axle, all at the 
combined rate of 12 miles an hour, and one penny per horse per verst, a mile being a verst 
and a quarter. The drostka is a superior vehicle altogether to the above, and is only met with 
in towns. It answers to our cab. It holds two with a driver mounted in front between a couple 
of hobs; he lashes into reckless driving speed two horses, one in the shafts, with a hoop over 
his head, and the other in traces by the side.  
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Odessa is, I suppose the greatest cornmart in the world. There is no railway to it yet from the 
interior, and therefore all the traffic is done by bullock waggons, which pour in for days after 
the harvest in long unbroken lines, with a rolling creaking groaning, holloaing 
accompaniment. The streets are broad, but at present unpaved; there is however an English 
company contracting to do it. The population is 140,000 - 200 about being English; there is a 
British Consul, but no Chaplain. The first part of the Danube which we entered on the 
morning of the 24th (June) by its northern mouth is very uninteresting. The river is not broad 
or swift, it is bounded by low flat country on each side. Numerous vessels ply up and down 
and it is difficult to steer a steamboat through them when turning some of the worst corners. 
In the evening we reached Galaty, in Moldavia, the port of the Danube nearest the sea, and 
soon passed ourselves and luggage into one of the regular river boats. They are built on the 
American principle, with immense saloons, fine promenade on deck, and general floating 
hotel arrangements as to food, waiters &c. We stop, omnibus fashion at every little town, to 
drop or pick up passengers. On Wednesday morng, June 25th some of our travelling 
companions in the desert & Greece joined our boat at the Constantinople junction, and 
brought us news of others they had left behind. One poor gentleman Mr Buckle (author of 
History of  Civilisation) died at Damascus a few days  
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after we left. Another gentleman took a slight cold at Athens, and nearly cupped himself into 
Typhus fever in consequence. Others had been more or less unwell, and we felt more and 
more, what great reason we have to be thankful, that we have not had a days illness since we 
left England. At midday we reached a little village conspicuous chiefly from its mosque with 
a zinc dome, which glittered under the brilliant sun, like a concentrated crystal palace. Here 
we first saw the floating mills, common to the Danube & Rhine. They are built on barges 
with under-shot water wheels between, and anchored in the stream. The river here is 
improving in character, it is much broader, with shelving banks occasionally hilly and well 
wooded. Pelicans & herons flit about over the water, and horses and cows by hundreds 
together are grouped along the banks. We pass Silistria on the Bulgarian Alternity (sic) on the 
Wallachian side, Tuturkai a model Danube village built on the terraces of the hill side, with 
its red-tiled roofs (something new to us) peeping everywhere out of the green trees. Now and 
then we nearly ran down a buffalo, who had been lingering behind while the rest of the herd 
swam the river, and once we cut right through a drove. At 2½ in the morning of Friday 27th. 
we changed our boat again for a smaller one, and proceeded up the rapids and through the 
Iron Gate. Now came the scenery which is often pronounced superior to the Rhine. High 
rocky cliffs 
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with trees to the summit, where an occasional eagle was taking his morning flutter (hemmed 
us in) and we wound and wound about as we followed the track of the rushing boiling stream, 
and watched the light of the rising sun creeping lower & lower down the western side. 
Passing a picturesque dismantled fort we reached Orsova, the Austrian frontier, where we 
sustained the usual annoyance of luggage searching & passport visaing. Hence to 
Basiaschwas our glorious panorama of intensified Rhine scenery without the castles, and we 
were well nigh famished before we could consent to go below and discuss breakfast. We 
reached Bascasch at 7 in the evening, and this long day of 16 hours travel, had given us 
plenty to think about, and many special scenes to try and recollect. But we did not wait long. 
The train left at 7½ and we reached Pesth next morning at 7, starting at 7½ again for Bunnia. 
After Pesth the line was parallel with the river, the mountains still keeping close to the stream 
on the right bank. 
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